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2)
~Hext magnetic field vector(A/m)
NW number of magnetic elements
ai, bi, ci half size of a magnet i(m)
J magnetization strength of magnet(kg/(A s2))
~FMi, ~TMi Total force and torque applied to a magnet Mi(N,N-m)
Fmax maximum applied force of magnet when touching (N)
SB(~r) skew symmetric matrix operator on a vector expressed in the body frame.
This is equivalent to a cross product
k1t, k2t, c1t, c2t tangential spring and damper coefficients(N/m,N s/m)
k1n, k2n, c1n, c2n normal spring and damper coefficients(N/m,N s/m)
~uj absolute velocity of jth contact point(m/s)
~wj absolute velocity of jth surface element(m/s)
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~s1n, ~s1t normal and tangential spring distance vectors associated with body vertices(m)
~s2n, ~s2t normal and tangential spring distance vectors associated with leader contact cube(m)
~Fnj , ~Ftj normal and tangential force component at jth contact point(N)
NC Number of contact points for soft contact model
Θ 3-Dimensional Dryden turbulence spectrum
~Ω The wave vector in Dryden turbulence spectrum
E Energy density function of Dryden turbulence spectrum
NW Number of waves used in numerical realization of Dryden turbulence spectrum
Kp,Kd,KI proportional, derivative, and integral control gains
η lead distance used for model following(m)
A,B,C Linear matrices used in Model predictive controller
KCA,KCAB Model predictive control matrices
Q,R Model predictive control gain matrices
∆td discrete timestep used to discretize non-linear system(sec)
∆t timestep used in simulation(sec)
fx frequency of static gust(rad/m)
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Summary
The field of mobile robotic systems has become a rich area of research and design. These systems can navigate
difficult terrain using multiple actuators with conventional ambulation, by hopping, jumping, or for aerial
vehicles, using flapping wings, propellers, or engines to maintain aerial flight. Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) have been used extensively in both military and civilian applications such as reconnaissance or search
and rescue missions. For air vehicles, range and endurance is a crucial design parameter as it governs which
missions can be performed by a particular vehicle. In addition, when considering the presence of external
disturbances such as atmospheric winds, these missions can be even more challenging. A meta aircraft is an
aircraft composed of smaller individual aircraft connected together through a similar connection mechanism
that can potentially transfer power, loads, or information. Meta aircraft technologies is one area of research
that can increase range and endurance by taking advantage of an increase in Lift to Drag ratio (L/D).
This dissertation examines meta aircraft flight dynamics and controls for a variety of different config-
urations. First, the dynamics of meta aircraft systems are explored with a focus on the changes in the
aircraft flight dynamic modes and flexible modes of the system. Specifically, when aircraft are connected,
basic flight dynamic modes such as the phugoid, short period, dutch roll, spiral and roll modes change as a
function of the number of connected aircraft. In addition, connected aircraft exhibit complex flexible modes
that change based on the characteristics of the connection joint and the number of connected aircraft. For
example, the longitudinal modes of the system are constant when aircraft are connected wing tip to wing
tip. When aircraft are connected tip to tail, the longitudinal modes become over damped and even unstable.
The lateral modes change in any type of configuration. Furthermore, connected aircraft exhibit flapping,
lead lag, and twisting modes.
Second, the connection dynamics are explored for meta aircraft where the vehicles are connected wing
tip to wing tip using passive magnets with a particular focus on modeling the connection event between
aircraft in a practical environment. It is found that a multi-stage connection control law with position and
velocity feedback from GPS and connection point image feedback from a camera yields adequate connection
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performance in the presence of realistic sensor errors and atmospheric winds. Furthermore, atmospheric
winds with low frequency gusts at the intensity normally found in a realistic environment pose the most
significant threat to the success of connection. The frequency content of the atmospheric disturbance is an
important variable to determine success of connection. This system is relatively insensitive to axial wind
disturbances, mildly sensitive to lateral wind disturbances and very sensitive to vertical wind disturbances.
Flying faster can mitigate maximum angle of attack perturbation and increase connection rates. Finally,
the geometry of magnets that create the connection force field can alter connection rates. Square magnets
create a connection force field that leads to the highest connection rates. Furthermore, creating an actuator
that can propel the magnet from one wing tip to another can increase percent connection rates by 15%.
Finally, the performance of a generic meta aircraft system is explored. Using a simplified rigid body model
to approximate any meta aircraft configuration adequate control is achieved in the presence of realistic winds.
A rigid body model is used to alter inner and outer loop configuration dependent gains and an optimization
routine is used to allocate individual control surfaces on individual aircraft. Provided each aircraft can
maintain inner loop pitch and roll commands, control is shown to be robust to atmospheric winds for
different configurations. Using this controller, overall performance is studied. First tracking performance
is investigated for different meta aircraft configurations. In addition, the aerodynamic benefit of different
configurations are investigated. Wing tip to wing tip connected flight provides the most benefit in terms of
average increased Lift to Drag ratio while tip to tail configurations drop the Lift to Drag ratio as trailing




Mobile robotic systems are becoming a more and more common part of society. These systems are envisioned
to perform a wide variety of tasks from ground vehicles that can automatically traverse a route to autonomous
aircraft that can robotically take-off, fly a mission and land. Modular robots, which consist of identical
building blocks connected in a variety of different configurations, have the ability to accomplish new missions,
adapt to a changing environment or recover from damage or failures[44−48]. A modular aerial robot, or meta
aircraft is a large aircraft composed of individual smaller aircraft where the connection joint is envisioned
to be able to transfer power, information and/or aircraft loads, while each individual aircraft is capable of
flying independently. These aircraft are designed to attach and detach in flight using a wing tip to wing tip,
tip to tail or a lattice structure configuration as shown in Figure 1. By allowing highly specialized vehicles
Figure 1: Different Meta Aircraft Configurations
to connect in flight, a meta aircraft could conceivably fly to a target area, break apart, perform multiple
missions, and reconnect to fly home. If a search and rescue mission is conducted, search vehicles fixed with
radar equipment scanning a certain region could connect with other aircraft fixed with weaponry to defend
against any hostile entity while further connecting with more aircraft that are designed to carry most of the
fuel/power supply. Figure 2 shows a typical mission profile that a meta aircraft could perform.
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Figure 2: Typical Mission Profile of a Meta Aircraft
In addition to an increase in adaptability, connected aircraft have the benefit of reducing the effect of wing
tip vortices thus increasing L/D which directly impacts range and endurance. Meta aircraft also increases
the effective mass of the aircraft to reduce the sensitivity of atmospheric disturbances. In the past, these
types of aircraft have been very simple, on the order of 2 or 3 aircraft or been permanently connected such
as Compound Aircraft Transport (CAT)[50−54].
Range and endurance is a key design variable for UAVs whose primary task is to maintain perpetual
flight. Numerous research programs have been developed to increase range and endurance of UAVs from
formation flight[7−17] to autonomous aerial refueling[18−23]. Both of these methods require very precise
navigation techniques to accurately stay either in the wake of the leading vehicle or interface with the probe.
Precise path planning techniques have been created to try and minimize failure rates of these missions[29−36]
while camera sensing technologies have been created to decrease sensor inaccuracies for autonomous refueling
missions[24−27].
With limited real estate on board the aircraft, trade offs must be considered when designing an aircraft to
either add more sensors, fuel capacity, or other major design features. With these trade offs comes a lack of
adaptation for aircraft. For challenging missions, highly specialized robotic vehicles are needed for successful
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operation. In suppression of enemy air defense missions (SEAD) missions, two types of aircraft are needed.
One for disrupting air defenses and the other to perform the actual mission[1]. Both of these aircraft are
highly specialized. Creation of specialized aircraft for a narrow task or mission can be both expensive and
time-consuming.
Conventional aircraft also have the problem of recovering from in flight damage that can come from hostile
weaponry or atmospheric disturbances. Small, lighter aircraft, which usually fly slower, have the added
benefit of being more maneuverable while at the same time increasing their sensitivity to gusts. Large gusts
create large angle of attack perturbations that wreak havoc on trajectory control and overall performance.
Work has been accomplished to try and reject these atmospheric disturbances; however, knowledge of the
type of disturbance must be known a priori[40−43].
Meta aircraft is a technology that can be used to increase range, endurance and adaptability while decreas-
ing wind gust sensitivity. This dissertation focuses on flight dynamics, control, and connection mechanics
of meta aircraft for a variety of different configurations. The following subsections provide a comprehensive
overview on research performed on the areas related to meta aircraft flight starting with the related field of
modular robots discussed in Section 1.1 to the related problem of aerial refueling discussed in Section 1.4.
1.1 Modular Robots
Modular, reconfigurable robots, as the name implies, is a set of robots that can reconfigure themselves into
a variety of different shapes to accomplish different mission types. These robots could morph into a snake
like creature to navigate a small opening using a snake like motion for locomotion. The robot could then
reconfigure to morph into a hand like structure and pick up an object. These robots outperform other
robots in that they can accomplish more than just 1 type of mission. Still, with this added ability comes
the challenge of both modeling and control of this system. The control algorithms needed must be able to
adapt to a completely different system when new building blocks are added while also having the ability to
reconfigure the robot.
The control and simulation of multibody systems is not new. Wendlant’s dissertation in 1997 provides a
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comprehensive study of the control and simulation of multibody systems to that date[80]. The basic control
structure used is a recursive multibody dynamics algorithm. After creating a simple reduced order model,
the joint torques are computed to control the degrees of freedom of the entire system.
Yim, Zhang and Duff created a modular robot called the PolyBot, pictured in Figure 3, with simulation
results dating as far back as 1994. This robot is made of a simple square building block with a single actuator
and connection interface[46]. This robot can connect together in any configuration along this connection
interface and completely reconfigure itself to adapt to a new mission.
Figure 3: PolyBot - Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
Control of the Polybot robot required complete, local and parallel reconfiguration algorithms. Vassilvitkii,
Yim, and Suh used 2x2x2 meta-modules to achieve reconfiguration using only local rules to control the
robot[44].
Reconfigurable control techniques used on UASs usually involve some sort of closed loop plant matching.
These types of controls are mainly used as fault-tolerant based systems that activate when a fault is detected.
The closed loop response is then analyzed before and after the fault using some sort of numerical model[74][75].
If the same closed loop response can be guaranteed, then stability can be proven for a variety of different
faults. Although simple as an overview, numerous texts have been created detailing all different types of
reconfigurable control[70]. These include techniques such as neural networks (NN), parameter estimation,
kalman filters or system dynamic inversion to name a few.
Some examples of reconfigurable control on mechanical systems include the work by Enns and Si, who
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created a reconfigurable controller for a main rotor failure in helicopters by positioning the cyclic controls in
a certain geometry to over actuate the system. When an actuator fault was detected, the controller would
reconfigure itself to maintain cyclic control of the aircraft[72].
Yang, Blanke and Verhaegen used a similar technique on a generic robot system using model matching of
H∞ control. The basic idea is to match the systems before and after the fault through H∞ control and use
this to augment the control system. Stability and performance is shown to be robust when certain conditions
are satisfied[69].
Mclean and Asiam-Mir created a simple reconfigurable control law of an over actuated fighter aircraft.
The control system uses feedback control matching assuming a linear plant ẋ = Ax + Bu where u = Kx.
In this simple control law, the closed loop system is then ẋ = (A + BK)x. When a fault is detected, the
B matrix conceivably changes to Bf ; thus, the only requirement is that the K matrix should be updated
accordingly such that u = Kfx. The task then requires the controller to compute Kf given Bf such that
BfKf = BK. To do this, an optimization routine is performed since a complete closed loop match can often
not be computed.
Morphing aircraft is a similar area of research that involves the need of an adaptive controller. Liu,
Li and He created an adaptive controller for the Innovative Control Effectors (ICE) aircraft. This aircraft
contains hundreds of morphing actuators in an array on each wing. The adaptive controller presented uses a
Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) which requires the system to follow a desired reference model.
Although, the dissertation here does not use an adaptive control technique the use of control allocation is
needed. This ICE aircraft uses a similar control allocation scheme as the one presented in this thesis. In
order to control an increased number of actuators, an allocation module is derived by a recursive update
law such that the control effort of all controls is equal to the model and that each control actuator does not
saturate. The basic idea is that u = Tv, where u is the input to the MRAC system and v is a vector of the
over actuated controls. A recursive update law is performed at each control cycle to allocate all the controls
v[67].
The control of the Distributed Flight Array (DFA), pictured in Figure 4, uses a similar approach as the
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control law above. The DFA is a set of ground based rovers equipped with a single ducted fan and wheels
to maneuver on the ground. Each rover drives independently, connects to other robots using mechanical
connections and takes off as a unit. Since the configuration of the DFA is known, the relationship between
v and u can be explicitly derived such that the matrix T is explicitly known regardless of the number of
modules present or the configuration of the DFA. The pitch, roll and altitude dynamics are then decoupled
using the configuration matrix T and the thrust of each module is computed for each control axis (pitch,
roll and altitude) and summed together to get total control[56][57].
On Ground In Flight
Figure 4: Distributed Flight Array
1.2 Meta Aircraft
Derivatives of meta aircraft flight have been around for almost a century. Trapeze flight or hitchhiker flight
has been investigated as early as 1934 as shown in Figure 5. Here two F9C-2 bi-planes attach to the bottom
of the USS Macon blimp before performing their mission.
After WWII, the concept of Compound Aircraft Transport (CAT) was investigated for its benefit in
range and endurance. As shown in Figure 6, the project TipTow involved two F-84s linking with a larger
B-29. The two F-84s connect to the B-29 with a mechanical connection and subsequently power down their
engines to hitchhike using the B-29. All of these tests were pilot in the loop flight tests and not autonomous.
During one of the flight tests, one of the F-84s entered an unstable oscillation which resulted in a catastrophic
failure. The project was subsequently canceled[50].
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Figure 5: Trapeze Mission - Two F9C-2s attach to USS Macon - 1934
Figure 6: Project TipTow - 1953
Another example of CAT flight is the work by Moore and Maddalon who considered a multibody transport
aircraft that consisted of two passenger jets permanently connected at the wing tips. The analysis showed a
direct decrease in weight due to lower bending moment of the connected wing as well as an L/D increase of
8-10% from the single vehicle configuration[53]. A concept of this aircraft is shown in Figure 7.
Another meta aircraft is Aurora’s Odysseus concept as pictured in Figure 8. This aircraft consists of
three independent aircraft that connect in mid air, wing tip to wing tip. Each aircraft is equipped with
solar panels to maintain a constant power supply. The primary goal of this three body meta aircraft was to
remain airborne and sample the wind environment continuously. Unfortunately, no simulation or prototype
has been developed for this concept[54].
Although not technically a modular robot, NASA’s Helios demonstrated the capability of a highly flexible
UAV to maintain hours of perpetual flight using solar power. It is also the first aircraft since 1976 to break
the world record for highest altitude flight of 96,863 feet. This UAV, pictured in Figure 9, unfortunately
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Figure 7: Permanently Connected Aircraft Transport
Figure 8: Odysseus Concept - Aurora
suffered a mishap in 2003 due to atmospheric turbulence and instability and crashed during a high altitude
flight test[55].
1.3 Formation Flight
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have found uses in a variety of civilian and military applications. The
Raven and Predator are two examples of UAVs that assist soldiers in search and rescue missions or SEAD
missions which requires multiple types of aircraft to complete[1]. The Raven, pictured in Figure 10 (Left),
is primarily used for close-in support reconnaissance missions whereas the Predator, pictured in Figure 10
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Figure 9: Helios Prototype - NASA
(Right), is the most combat-proven UAS in the world[2][3]. This UAS is able to fly up to 25,000 feet with an
endurance of over 40 hours and can accept a variety of different payloads.
Raven - AeroEnvironment Inc Predator - General Atomics
Figure 10: UAVs Primarily Used for Military Missions
In addition, NASA’s Ikhana, pictured in Figure 11 (Left), as well as NASA’s Globalhawk (Right) are two
UAVs that are mainly used for weather surveillance as well as image sensing for crop farmers or firefighters[4].
The Globalhawk has recently been announced to start missions to accurately measure the dynamics of
hurricanes[5].
Although numerous aircraft have been used in a variety of different missions, research has continuously
been performed to try and increase range and endurance of these aircraft. Formation flight has been known
as a way to increase range and endurance since the first time scientists and biologists noticed the flying ”V”
configuration often utilized by birds, pictured in Figure 12. These birds fly in this formation to increase L/D
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Ikhana - NASA GlobalHawk - NASA
Figure 11: UAVs Primarily Used for Weather Research and Image Sensing
on the trailing birds to reduce workload by flying in the upwash of the leading birds. For aircraft, flying in
such close proximity must be done carefully and precisely to avoid collisions between aircraft thus adequate
performance is needed to lower technology and pilot risks. With the increase in performance of aircraft
control systems, formation flight has been re-investigated as a means of increasing range and endurance. In
addition, numerous research projects have been created to use autonomous systems for formation flight[7−17].
Figure 12: Snow-Geese Flying in ”V” Formation
Wieselberger was the first to attempt to quantify the benefits of flying in formation. Using Prandlt’s
lifting-line theory and horseshoe vortices, Wieselberger showed that a flying ”V” formation can increase
range and endurance by up to 70% from that of a lone bird[6]. Aircraft flying in formation will have different
performance increases, because birds use their wings for both thrust, lift and control as opposed to aircraft
which use their wings for lift and control and an engine or propeller for thrust. In the last decade, the
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benefits of aircraft flying in a similar formation as birds has been well documented.
Magill, Schetz and Mason performed wind tunnel tests on a scaled F-84E connected to a B-36 to analyze
the L/D benefits of CAT flight. Their wind tunnel measurements showed an increase in L/D of 20-40%[51,53].
In addition, a vortex lattice method computer tool was developed and showed agreement between experi-
mental results and this simulation tool.
Vachon, Ray, Walsh, and Ennix investigated performance benefits from formation flight of an F/A-18
under the Autonomous Formation Flight (AFF) project at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center[12].
The trailing pilot required use of a station-keeping control system to maintain flight in the wake of the
leading aircraft[13], pictured in Figure 13. Their measurements revealed a drag reduction of over 20% and a
fuel flow reduction of 18%.
Figure 13: F/A-18 Autonomous Formation Flight Project - NASA Dryden Research Center
Gibbs, Vlachos, and Telionis created an experimental method for determining lift and drag distributions
for wings in formation flight. These experiments led to direct modeling of close formation flight as well as
wing tip-docked flight[11].
Ning, Flanzer, and Kroo explored a more practical approach to formation flight using commercial aircraft
coined extended formation flight[16]. Extended formation flight involves flying in formation with a separation
distance of at least 10 wingspans. It was found that the induced drag can be reduced by up to 30%. This
increased distance between aircraft has the added benefit of decreasing the hazard of flying in such close
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proximity as in conventional formation flight.
Venkataramanan, Dogan, and Blake also created a modified lifting line model that could be incorporated
into a 6DOF simulation model. Wind tunnel test results agreed well with this modified model[17]. King
and Gopalarathnam created a method for determining the optimum lift distribution for a given formation
flight geometry with formations of up to 25 aircraft[14]. Their analysis, involved a minimization routine to
obtain the optimal lift distribution on the wings of the aircraft flying in formation. This analysis exhibited
good agreement with experimental results and provides techniques that allow aircraft to increase L/D to its
maximum potential.
Although formation flight has many benefits, there are many design challenges that inhibit its widespread
implementation. Slater has conducted research to propose control laws which make self-spacing in commercial
aircraft a viable option[7]. This control law technique was geared towards formation flight with separation
distances of hundreds of meters. Fowler and D’Andrea analyzed three separate formation control laws on a
large array of wings with roll and lateral degrees of freedom. The analysis showed that a centralized controller
had the smallest closed-loop gains but the decentralized controller had the best performance[10]. Dunbar
and Murray created a generalized model predictive control (MPC) formulation to control multi-vehicle
formations. This control system was carried out on a 6DOF model with a formation of three vehicles and
desirable stability and performance were obtained[38]. Shim and Kim extended this MPC technique using a
nonlinear model predictive control technique (NMPC) for multiple autonomous helicopters. Their technique
uses a similar stabilization of vehicle dynamics with decentralized trajectory generation. The successful flight
test of three autonomous helicopters showed success of this technique which included avoidance routines to
navigate the helicopters in an urban environment[39]. Seanor, Campa, Gu, Napolitano, Rowe, and Perhinschi
reported on a flight demonstration of a formation control scheme using three scaled YF-22 aircraft[15]. The
formation flight control law consisted of a set of inner and outer loop control schemes using a combination of
feedback linearization and PID control. Adequate formation was achieved; however, no data on L/D increase
or performance characteristics were obtained.
A key problem of control of formation flight is the introduction of time-delay between the lead aircraft and
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the followers created by decentralized controllers. Allen, Ryan, Hanson, and Parle examined the propagation
of error between the lead aircraft and the follower aircraft often called string stability of formation flight.
Their analysis found ways to analyze string systems and provide metrics for unstable string formations with
results for up to 7 aircraft[9]. In addition, Weitz and Hurtado created a method to determine the maximum
allowable time delay for an N formation system[8].
1.4 Aerial Refueling
Aerial refueling (AR) is a commonly used method to increase range, payload and endurance of an aircraft.
In certain AR missions, a tanker aircraft flies steady and level and releases a drogue that trails the tanker
aircraft. The following aircraft must then rendezvous with the drogue to begin receiving fuel using a probe
that extends in front of the aircraft. Although difficult, this is often necessary for fighter aircraft to accomplish
long range missions as fuel on board is limited. The design of creating a maneuverable aircraft while increasing
fuel capacity are often competing designs; thus, increasing the benefit of AR. Although widely used, AR
is still a difficult task that requires the pilot to perform precise maneuvers to interface with the refueling
device. This is even more challenging when attempting an AR mission using autonomous vehicles. In the
last decade, autonomous aerial refueling (AAR) has been a topic of interest as flight control systems and
sensor feedback performance has improved, increasing the feasibility of these missions. Figure 14 shows an
example autonomous aerial refueling flight test using two Global Hawks as a part of DARPA’s Autonomous
High-Altitude Refueling program.
Similar to formation flight, AAR requires the aircraft to fly in formation giving rise to the need for
complex control systems to navigate multiple flying vehicles. Numerous path planning techniques have been
developed for UAVs using many types of nonlinear control systems from Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) to MPC[29−36]. However, without the use of precise feedback these algorithms are not sufficiently
precise for AAR missions given the practicality of sensor inaccuracies.
Numerous docking maneuvers have been successful by using machine vision (MV) feedback. In 1994,
Murray and Basu created a simple motion tracking control law using an active camera[24]. This technology
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Figure 14: Autonomous Aerial Refueling Test - DARPA’s Autonomous High Altitude Refu-
eling program
has been extended to UAVs with incredible results. Wenzel, Rosset, and Zell created a visual feedback
control law that successfully hovers a rotorcraft and chooses a landing zone with low-cost sensors[26].
The most similar problem to the meta aircraft problem is creating a successful rendezvous between
two bodies. Goldin created a perching control law using a quadrotor and on board cameras to navigate this
complicated perching maneuver[25]. In addition, Morris created an autonomous spacecraft docking controller
using a vision-based relative navigation sensor[27].
In terms of AAR, MV technology is required for the successful docking of the probe and drogue system.
Fravolini, Ficola, Campa, Napolitano, and Seanor first reported a composite docking control scheme blending
overall Global Positioning System (GPS) data with MV[22]. Valasek, Gunnam, Kimmett, Tandale and
Junkins pursued a similar line of research and used a vision based navigation system called VisNav, chosen for
its high-precision six-degree-of-freedom information for realtime navigation applications. The sensor weighed
about 500g and used a timing scheme of 4 to 6 light emitting diodes (LEDs) that fire onto a receiving surface.
The LEDs are mounted on one body with a fixed orientation with respect to the body frame. The sensor
is fixed to another body and reads the inputs of the LEDs. Using a nonlinear optimization algorithm, the
position and attitude of the body with respect to the first body is obtained in real time. This navigation
sensor is sufficiently accurate to be well suited to the aerial refueling problem[20]. Tandale, Bowers and
Valasek reported using the VisNav sensor with a reference-observer-based tracking controller. The drogue
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location is estimated by the VisNav sensor and translated into smooth trajectory generation. Feasibility
and performance of this controller were demonstrated by simulating docking maneuvers in the presence of
varying levels of atmospheric turbulence[18]. The results show that performance degrades as atmospheric
turbulence is increased. Mammarella, Campa, Napolitano, Seanor and Fravolini also created a simulation
environment for a GPS/MV based approach for the problem of AAR[19].
1.5 Contributions of Thesis
The contributions of this thesis involve three distinct research areas that are related in that they all involve
meta aircraft systems. The three research areas are:
1. Exploration of the flight dynamics of meta aircraft configurations including rigid body modes and
flexible mode shapes
2. Creation of a robust two-stage connection control law with an exploration of methods to increase
percent connection rate in realistic wind disturbances with sensors errors
3. Analysis of meta aircraft performance in winds by using a meta aircraft control law that adequately
controls meta aircraft in drastically different conditions as well an analysis of lift to drag ratio changes
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is composed of six chapters. A brief description of each chapter follows:
1. Chapter 1: Introduction. A description of the problem statement and the previous work on related
research are described.
2. Chapter 2: Meta Aircraft Simulation Tool. A simulation tool that accurately models key aspects
of a meta aircraft system is developed. All parameters used in the following chapters are detailed as
well.
3. Chapter 3: Meta Aircraft Flight Dynamics. An exploration of the flight dynamics of meta
aircraft configurations with a focus on the flight dynamic modes and mode shapes. This chapter
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begins with the flight dynamic modes of motion for meta aircraft and then moves on to the flexible
modes of motion for meta aircraft.
4. Chapter 4: Meta Aircraft Connection Dynamics. This chapter explores connection flight dy-
namics for a two body meta aircraft system where the vehicles are connected wing tip to wing tip
using passive magnets with a particular focus on modeling the connection event between aircraft in a
practical environment. The work reported in this chapter presents a two stage air vehicle connection
control law driven by conventional 6 degree of freedom aircraft feedback plus relative position feedback
of the lead aircraft.
5. Chapter 5: Meta Aircraft Flight Performance. This chapter explores the control of meta aircraft
in numerous configurations with a focus on the performance of different types of configurations in a
realistic wind environment. A control law is formed that adequately controls meta aircraft in a variety
of different configurations by using a simplified rigid body dynamics model that alters inner and outer
loop configuration dependent gains. This control law is then used to explore the benefits of a meta
aircraft from a stability and lift to drag performance perspective.
6. Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work. Conclusions from the previous three research contri-
butions are summarized and future work relating to several areas is proposed.
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2 Meta Aircraft Simulation Tool
In order to explore meta aircraft dynamics, a simulation tool that accurately models key aspects of this
system was developed. The flight dynamic simulation is formed by modeling each aircraft in the meta
aircraft system independently. Each aircraft is excited by typical loads that an individual aircraft experiences
including gravitational and aerodynamic forces and moments. The basic connection mechanism for this meta
aircraft is passive magnets placed at the wing tips of each aircraft. When aircraft are close, collisions can
occur giving rise to contact forces and moments. The simulation is thus extended to include a non-linear
magnetic routine and a soft contact model. Furthermore, when aircraft wing tips are close, wing tip vortices
can interact changing the overall lift distribution of the wings. To model this effect, all wings are split into
aerodynamic elements and a horseshoe vortex is placed at each element. These vortices are used to compute
the aerodynamic interaction between aircraft by using strip theory coupled to a vortex lifting line wake
model. Figure 15 is a graphic highlighting all aspects of the connection simulation of the meta aircraft which





Figure 15: Close Up Representation of All Interaction Effects
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2.1 Flight Dynamics
Figure 16 shows a schematic of two bodies approaching for connection where the subscripts denote the
Inertial (I), Magnet (M), Leader (L) and Follower (F ) reference frames. The follower and leader reference
frames are both body fixed and centered at the mass center of each aircraft. Similarly, the magnet frame is











































Figure 16: Meta Aircraft Two Body Schematic
The kinematic equations of motion for aircraft i are taken about the mass center of each aircraft with the
body frame aligned using standard aerospace convention. These equations are standard rigid body equations


























The matrix TIBi represents the transformation matrix from the ith body reference frame to the inertial
reference frame, which is constructed using the standard aerospace rotation sequence. The matrix Hi relates
the body angular velocity components to the time derivative of the Euler angles. Standard shorthand
notation is used for trigonometric functions: cos(α) ≡ cα , sin(α) ≡ sα , and tan(α) ≡ tα.
TIBi =

cθicψi sφisθisψi − cφisψi cφisθicψi + sφisψi









The dynamic equations are formed by summing forces and moments about the system mass center in the
body reference frame and equating the result to the time derivative of linear and angular momentum. The




















































The mass moment of inertia matrix Ii is taken about the center of mass of the aircraft. The applied forces
and moments expressed in equations (5) and (6) contain contributions from weight (W), aerodynamics (A),
magnet (M), and contact (C) loads. The total forces and moments applied to the vehicle expressed in the
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The aerodynamic force for all lifting surfaces on the body (main wing, horizontal tail, and vertical tail) are
calculated using well documented strip theory coupled to a vortex lifting line wake model. All lifting surfaces
are split into a discrete number of elements and lift and drag is computed for each element. The aerodynamic



















In the equation above, the subscripts denote contributions from all the lifting surface elements (E) and the
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fuselage(F ). The equation below details the computation of aerodynamic forces produced by the lifting
surface element (main wing and tail surfaces). In this analysis the horizontal and vertical tails contain one
element. Thus the first term is summed from 0 to N+2 where N is the number of lifting surface elements on
the main wing and the extra two terms are for the horizontal and vertical tails. Note that the matrix TnBi
is a transformation matrix from the local nth element frame to the ith body aircraft frame. This allows for































Using the aircraft velocity with respect to atmospheric winds, it is possible to compute the total velocity,
angle of attack and sideslip for each element
Vn =
√















These velocity components include the effects due to aircraft motion, atmospheric winds, and induced velocity
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The equation above contains contributions from 4 sources. The first is the aerodynamic velocity of the mass
center of aircraft i. The second term is due to aircraft rotational motion where rxn, ryn, rzn are the scalar
distances from the computation point of the nth element to the center of mass of aircraft i. The third term
includes atmospheric winds (Vx, Vy,Vz) which are arbitrary functions of both space and time. The final
term is the induced velocity produced by all other lifting surface elements in the meta aircraft system. The





































The body aerodynamic moment is then computed by pitch moments from all lifting surfaces as well as
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(Cnpfp+ Cnrfr) + Cnβfβ + Cnδaδa + Cnδrδr

(20)
The aerodynamic coefficients in equations (11), (12) and (17)-(20) are obtained from flight data, aerodynamic
modeling and wind tunnel tests[81].
2.2 Nonlinear Lifting Line Wake Model
When aircraft wing tips are close, trailing vortices from different lifting surfaces interact with each other
causing a change in aerodynamic loading. Figure 17 shows an example three aircraft configuration. Each
dot is an aerodynamic element containing three vortices, one bound vortex and two trailing vortices. All the
vortices shown in this Figure, interact with each other changing the overall lift distribution of the system.
To compute this interaction, the aerodynamic model utilizes a nonlinear lifting line wake model for an
incompressible and inviscid flow field about a finite wing[51,86,87]. Each lifting surface element contains one
horseshoe vortex where the strength of the vortex is unknown. The method employed here is an iterative
method where an initial induced velocity is assumed at each element and equation (16) is used to compute
the local velocity and angle of attack at each element. Then equation (12) is used to compute the lift
coefficient at each element. Using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, the lift coefficient is written as a function
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Figure 17: Aerodynamic Wake Interaction in a Three Aircraft Wing tip to Wing tip Config-
uration
of the strength of the horseshoe vortex at the nth element (Γn) as shown in equation (21)
[86].
Γn = CLncnVn/2 (21)
Using the equation above, the induced velocity contribution of every element can be computed. Horseshoe
vortices are composed of three vortex filaments. There is a bound vortex that is parallel to the sweep angle
of the wing and two trailing vortices parallel to the local velocity at that element. The total induced velocity
caused by one horseshoe vortex can then be determined by computing the induced velocity associated with
each filament separately and summing the three contributions together. The Biot-Savart Law is used to





where WAB,C is the downwash velocity at point C in the local element frame caused by the vortex filament
from point A to point B. The induced velocity of the nth element is equal to the sum of the induced velocities








Figure 18: Diagram of Vortex Filament AB Strength as Seen by Point C









C1,1 C1,2 . . . C1,N+2
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In this equation, the matrix Cn,m relates the strength of the nth horseshoe vortex on the mth element.
An iterative method is used to solve for the induced velocity using equations (16), (12), (21), and (23) in
that respective order. This iteration process is repeated until the entire system converges. This usually
requires about 10 iterations to converge between integration time steps provided that the time step is small.
This type of numerical computation is commonly referred to as fixed point iteration. Fixed point iteration
commonly exhibits convergence problems and a damping parameter is often used between iterations to ensure




The basic connection mechanism used in this simulation is passive magnets placed at the wing tips of each
aircraft. When the aircraft wing tips are in close proximity, magnetic interaction forces and moments become
substantial. A schematic of two magnets is shown in Figure 19. The magnet placed on the leader aircraft
is shown with a non-zero rotation relative to the follower magnet. Each magnet has its own magnet-fixed
reference frame located at the mass center of the magnet. The subscript for these frames are MP and MC
which denotes the leader and follower magnetic reference frames respectively. Both magnets are magnetized
through their K̂ axes with a magnetic moment ~M . To compute the magnetic forces and moments, the
magnets are assumed to be cuboidal with uniform charge throughout each magnet. Analytical solutions of
the forces and moments between magnets has been reported in [90] where both magnets are aligned without
any relative rotation. It is possible to compute the magnetic force and moment as a function of spatial
separation for cuboidal magnets as derived by Yonnet[90−92] and has been extended to non cuboidal magnets
as well as single rotations between each magnet[93−94]. Due to the relative rotation along all axes that is
possible for the magnets on the leader and follower aircraft a numerical approach is used here.
Magnets create forces between each other by interacting with their inherent magnetic fields. When a
body comes into this magnetic field, a force is produced. The equation that relates the magnetic field of a
magnet to a another magnet is given by the equation below.
~FLijk = µ0∇( ~MML · ~HMF ) (24)
where ~MML is the magnetization vector of the magnet on the leader aircraft, ~HMF is the magnetic field
generated by the magnet on the follower aircraft and µ0 is the permeability of free space. Kelvin’s formula,
as shown in equation (24), computes the force (~FLijk) of a cuboidal element interacting with a magnetic field
produced by another magnet[92]. In order to compute the full force produced by two magnets, the leader
magnet is broken into a discrete set of elements and Kelvin’s formula is used to compute the force at each










































Figure 19: Magnet Configuration
computed at point q assuming the magnets are a distance (xfl, yfl, zfl) away in the MF reference frame as
shown below.
~rMF→ML = −~rF→MF − ~rI→F + ~rI→L + ~rL→ML
~rMF→ML = xflÎMF + yflĴMF + zflĴMF
(25)
For this analysis ~MMF = JK̂MF and ~MML = JK̂ML for simplicity. The magnetic field of the follower
magnet can be computed by first computing the magnetic field of a flat plate and summing this over the
magnet along K̂MF


















S = xfq − (−1)iaf
T = yfq − (−1)jbf
U = zfq − (−1)kcf
R =
√




~rMF→q = xfq ÎMF + yfqĴMF + zfqĴMF (27)
The total magnetic force can then be obtained by substituting equations (25)-(27) into (24) and summing
over all the elements of the leader magnet as shown in equation (28).






























The torque on the magnets can also be obtained in a similar fashion by simply summing the moments
produced by each elemental force as shown in equation (30).







(~rML→q × ~FLijk) ∆xlq∆ylq∆zlq (30)
Equations (28) and (30) give the total magnetic force and moment between the magnets applied to magnet
L in the MF frame. Thus, the total force and moment on the follower aircraft is shown in equation (31).
Note that the moment also contains contributions due to the magnetic force not being applied directly at
the mass center. The SBF () symbol is used to denote the skew symmetric matrix operator on a vector in the
28




























































This formulation has been validated analytically for parallel magnets thus NM must be large enough
to ensure convergence between the numerical formulation and the analytical solution. Still, this numerical
technique allows direct computation of the forces and moments as a function of both spatial separation and
orientation. Figure 20 shows FZM as a function of separation distance for an example magnet. When the
separation distance is zero the magnets are touching. It is clear from this Figure that the influence of the
magnet becomes negligible very quickly. This is important when designing the control system as it must be
robust enough to fall in this window of the magnet to ensure proper connection.
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Figure 20: Magnet Strength(N) vs. Separation Distance(mm)
2.4 Soft Contact Model
During a connection event, joining aircraft can contact one another resulting in contact loads between bodies.
Vertices are used to approximate the exterior shape of the follower wing and a rectangular prism is used to
represent the wing on the leader aircraft. The contact forces and moments are computed when a vertex on
the wing of the follower aircraft penetrates the wing on the leader aircraft. The soft contact model used
was originally developed by Goyal[96] and has been used successfully in other simulations[97]. This model
estimates the contact loads as well as Coulomb-like dry friction by modeling localized nonpermanent material
deformation of the contacting surfaces. Contact between each vertex occurs through massless rigid planes
called surface elements (SE). During contact, the SEs are constrained to remain parallel to the rectangular
prism at the contact point but can slip against one another. Each body vertex is connected to a surface
element through two pairs of springs and dampers (Figure 21). The normal spring and damper of the body
are constrained to act along the normal vector of the contact cube and the tangential springs and dampers
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act along the tangent vector. The equations used in this simulation are derived explicitly from Beyer and






























Figure 21: Spring and Damper Schematic for Soft Contact Model
the contact cube and the point of contact. The normal vector is then computed at this point of contact.
Each contact point has two forces, a normal component ~Fn and a tangential component ~Ft which includes
the affects of the springs and dampers as well as the friction force. These forces are applied on the follower
body and expressed in the inertial frame. The normal and tangential forces are given in equations (33) and
(34), where ~s1n and ~s2n are the distance vectors of the normal springs and ~s1t and ~s2t are the distance
vectors of the tangential springs.
FXn ÎI + FYn ĴI + FZnK̂I = −~bn (33)














(c2tk1t~s1t − c1tk2t~s2t + c1tc2t∆~ut) (37)
In the above equations ∆~u = ~u1 − ~u2 and ∆~w = ~w1 − ~w2 where ~u1 and ~u2 are the absolute velocities of the
contact point on the follower and leader aircraft and ~w1 and ~w2 are the absolute velocities of the two SEs.
∆~ut and ∆~un are the tangential and normal components of ∆~u. Similarly ∆~wt and ∆~wn are the tangential
and normal components of ∆~w. In this formulation ∆~wn = 0, since relative motion between the SEs along
n̂ is not allowed. The tangential force also includes the affect of friction. The two SEs can either be slipping
or not. A state of stick exists when |~bt| ≤ µ|~bn|. Where µ is the coefficient of friction between the two SEs.











The contact forces and moments in this formulation are applied on the follower aircraft and expressed in the
inertial frame. Since the force is expressed in the inertial frame, the total force is identical for both follower







































The parameter NC is the number of contact points which must be large enough to approximate the wing.
In addition to computing the forces and moments at the contact points, the state of the springs are tracked




























(k1t~s1t + k2t~s2t) (45)
2.5 Connection Interface Simplification
When simulating aircraft that are connected before the simulation starts, simplifications can be made to
connection model. First the magnet model is removed entirely and replaced with a more intuitive spring
























where ∆xWij ,∆yWij ,∆zWij are the inertial distances between the wing tip of the ith and jth aircraft. The
values ∆φij , ∆θij , and ∆ψij are the Euler angle differences between the ith and jth aircraft.
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2.6 Wind Model
For small air vehicles, atmospheric winds are known to represent a large disturbance to the vehicle and can
substantially affect aircraft motion. The atmospheric model in this simulation has two components, a spatial
varying low frequency component from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model[99], as well as a
full field Dryden turbulence model. The WRF model provides three dimensional, time varying atmospheric
wind velocity information. This software is capable of generating realistic wind fields incorporating effects
such as gravity waves, thermals and wind shear. The WRF simulation uses fully compressible non-hydrostatic
equations to propagate the wind field forward in time. The WRF model is capable of exporting data at a user
defined grid size at sampling intervals as low as 1 second. The WRF model only generates large scale, slowly
varying atmospheric features. Turbulence is added according to the Dryden turbulence spectrum to complete
the wind model. Due to the the complexity of the lifting line model, a 3D full field turbulence model is
employed such that turbulence is correlated across the entire aircraft[84][100−105]. To do this, a 3-dimensional
map is created by digitally simulating this random process using the Dryden turbulence spectrum. The full
field Dryden turbulence spectrum is a 3x3 matrix that is a function of three spatial waves along each inertial





Ω2 − Ωx2 −ΩxΩy −ΩxΩz
−ΩxΩy Ω2 − Ωy2 −ΩyΩz
−ΩxΩz −ΩyΩz Ω2 − Ωz2
 (47)
In the above equation, Ω is the magnitude of the wave vector and E(~Ω) is the energy density function which








The energy density function takes L as the length scale of the turbulence and σ is the variance which are
both user defined parameters. To create an example realization of this spectrum, the formulation developed
by Shinozuka is used for a multivariate stochastic process[106]. In this process, the spectrum function is
sampled at a number of discrete waves and summed over the entire 3D space. The spatial realization is












2∆Ω cos(~ωTk ~r + Φnk) (49)
where ~r is the position vector in inertial space, NW is the number of waves sampled, and P is the spectral
factorization of the spectrum function such that Θ = PP∗. Pmn is then the mth row and nth column of
this matrix. The spectral factorization is completed using the Cholesky decomposition[107]. The parameter
Φnk is a uniform random number from 0 to 2π. Note that m = 1 gives Vx(~r),m = 2 gives Vy(~r) and m = 3
gives Vz(~r). Finally, the following supplemental equations are used
~Ωk = Ω1k1 ÎI + Ω2k2 ĴI + Ω3k3K̂I
Ωmkm = ΩmL + (km − 0.5)∆Ωm
∆Ωm = (ΩmU − ΩmL)/N
~ωk = ω1k1 ÎI + ω2k2 ĴI + ω3k3K̂I
ωmkm = Ωmkm + δΩm
(50)
where ΩmU and ΩmL are upper and lower bounds of the wave computed and δΩm is a random number
that is smaller than the distance between discrete waves. This is a user parameter that randomizes the
wave frequency in the summation. Rather than using equation (49) during the simulation to compute the
turbulence, the turbulence field is realized ahead of time and is interpolated at each timestep using a 3D
table lookup. Figure 22 shows an example wind profile for 3 different scenarios. The plot on the left only
contains the WRF model at an intensity of 1.0 with a length scale of 1530m. The plot in the middle only
contains the Dryden turbulence model at an intensity of 1.0. The plot on the right is simply the sum of the
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two plots on the left. The wind components plotted are taken at the center of gravity of an aircraft flying at
a nominal 20m/s. The components U, V,W are the inertial components of the atmospheric wind velocity.
This Figure shows that the wind model used in this simulation contains low frequency spatial gusts as well
as turbulence to represent a realistic wind environment.























































Figure 22: Wind Speed Components for Different Wind Models(m/s) vs. Time(sec)
2.7 Simulation Setup
To explore the flight dynamics of meta aircraft, an example small aircraft is used for all simulation results.
The example aircraft utilizes the aerodynamics and mass properties of a single propeller, high wing conven-
tional aircraft as reported by [81]. The mass of each aircraft is 5.6 kg. The mass moments of inertia are
Ixx = 0.4923 kg m2, Iyy = 0.5111 kg m2, and Izz = 0.8470 kg m2. The main wing has a 2.04 m span and
a 0.3215 m chord with a cambered airfoil (NACA 1412) with a maximum thickness of t = 0.0386 m. The
lift coefficient at zero angle of attack is 0.062 and the lift slope is 5.195/rad. The horizontal tail is 0.72 m
in span with a 0.295 m chord. The vertical tail has a half span of 0.305 m and a chord of 0.25 m. Both
horizontal and vertical tails use symmetric airfoils and are positioned 1.4 m from the center of mass of the
aircraft. The aircraft uses a conventional control layout with an elevator to control pitch, ailerons to control
roll angle, rudder to control sideslip and a propeller for thrust. This aircraft has a nominal flight speed of
20m/s. A single magnet is placed at the connection joint of each aircraft. This magnet has a maximum
force of 1000N with dimensions 101.6× 25.0× 20.2 mm and weighs approximately 380g.
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Figure 23: Aircraft Three-View
In order to approximate joint characteristics of connected aircraft, the linear springs and dampers have
been set to be relatively stiff. Thus, the linear spring and damper constants have been set to 10, 000N/m
and 40N − s/m respectively. The rotational springs and dampers have been set to be relatively soft to
allow relative rotation between each aircraft. The values of the roll, pitch and yaw stiffness are 370 N −
m/rad,2580 N −m/rad, and 2580 N −m/rad respectively. The roll, pitch and yaw damping are 1.5 N −
m− s/rad,10 N −m− s/rad, and 10 N −m− s/rad respectively.
The fuselage aerodynamic coefficients are obtained using a numerical fitting procedure so that the forces
and moments due to all lifting surfaces and the fuselage are equal to the forces and moments produced by
the full aerodynamic expansion given by [81]. This ensures that the single aircraft has the same dynamics
regardless of the number of lifting elements used. For example, if the number of lifting elements is set to
zero, the fuselage coefficients converge to the full aerodynamic expansion given by [81]. All of the results
presented in this dissertation were computed for 3, 5 and 7 elements on the main wing and no significant
difference was found.
Note that no propeller aerodynamic wash is modeled in the simulation. Thus, the results simply hold in
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the confines of this dynamic model. It may be that the dynamics may alter slightly for tip to tail aircraft
if propeller wash is included in the analysis. It is hypothesized that no significant change would occur for
wing tip to wing tip connected flight.
The WRF model was compiled to create a 3-D large eddy simulation (LES) with a convective boundary
layer (CBL) over a flat terrain with the full suite of physics options enabled. The initial temperature is
defined as 300 K with a surface heat flux of 0.3 Watts/m2. The surface heat flux is used to maintain the
CBL over time. The LES simulation has zero initial gusts, therefore, the simulation computes 30 minutes
of simulated data to allow large scale atmospheric features to develop. After this initialization period a
snapshot of data is taken for use in the aircraft simulation. This snapshot assumes that the speed of the
aircraft is faster than the time-varying component of the WRF model so that a frozen field model can be
used to reduce computation time. The simulation grid spans a 1 km cube with 25 meter resolution. An
initial wind profile is required to start the simulation using data taken during airdrop tests to initialize the
horizontal wind components over the entire simulation grid[36]. The mean wind speed is about 4m/s and
varies with altitude.
In this model formulation, the assumption of high altitude turbulence is made thus L = 1530m and σ = 1.
The turbulence model is outputted at a grid size of 1m. The upper and lower spatial frequency bounds of
the wind field turbulence spectrum are set to 20rad/m and −20rad/m respectively with NW = 70. Note
that the Dryden turbulence model and the WRF model can be scaled independently to achieve different
atmospheric wind fields. When the WRF scale is equal to 1 the mean wind is about 4m/s with a standard
deviation of 0.2m/s, 0.2m/s and 0.5m/s along Vx, Vy and Vz respectively. When the turbulence intensity is
equal to 1 the mean wind is 0m/s with a standard deviation of 0.25m/s. For most cases, the turbulence
intensity and WRF scale are set to the same value so that the maximum value of turbulence is 10% of the
mean wind as customary for atmospheric turbulence.
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3 Meta Aircraft Flight Dynamics
The following section explores the flight dynamics of meta aircraft configurations with a focus on the flight
dynamic modes and mode shapes. This chapter begins with the flight dynamic modes of motion for meta
aircraft and then moves on to the flexible modes of motion for meta aircraft. The example aircraft used
in the following simulations is detailed in Section 2.7. Note, that the simplified contact model defined in
Section 2.5 is used in this chapter.
3.1 Flight Dynamic Modes of Motion for Meta Aircraft
To obtain the flight dynamic modes of motion of the meta aircraft system, the trim state of a connected
meta aircraft configuration is obtained through a controller that uses elevator inputs to track a prescribed
altitude, thrust inputs to track a desired flight speed, aileron inputs to balance roll moments, and rudder
commands to balance yaw moments. Using this control law, the equations of motion are simulated until all
state derivatives (except ẋi) are less than 1e-8. This trimming procedure was found to work robustly for all
configurations examined.
Once the trim state of each configuration is found, a linear time invariant model is obtained numerically
using forward finite differencing to compute the Jacobian of the nonlinear model[85]. Each state is perturbed
from trim by 1e-6 to compute numerical derivatives. A 12NAC state linear time invariant dynamic model
results with 12NAC associated eigenvalues (modes) and eigenvectors (modeshapes). For 4 aircraft composing
the meta aircraft configuration the linear model has 48 states. For a body in free flight, 12 of these modes and
modes shapes are associated with standard rigid aircraft flight dynamic motion of the entire meta aircraft
configuration. These are relatively low frequency and are associated with the global flight dynamic behavior
of the aircraft. They involve the classical phugoid, short period, dutch roll, spiral, and roll modes[85,84].
The remaining modes in the linear time invariant model are associated with the flexible modes of motion.
The flight dynamic modes of a single aircraft are shown in Figure 24. Specifically, the short period mode
is (−5.92 ± 9.22i), the phugoid mode is (−0.032 ± 0.61i), the roll mode is (−16.93), the dutch roll mode is
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(−0.42± 2.31i) and the spiral mode is (−0.029).























Figure 24: Single Aircraft Flight Dynamic Modes
The same analysis above is conducted for aircraft connected tip to tail and wing tip to wing tip. In order
to establish a pattern, 5 aircraft are examined for both wing tip to wing tip and tip to tail connected flight.
To understand the physical and aerodynamic changes when aircraft are connected together, the results from
the nonlinear model are compared to analytical expressions by Phillips[85]. It is possible to obtain analytic
expressions for each flight dynamic mode; however, these analytic expressions require the full aerodynamic
expansion of an aircraft rather than the split aerodynamic model used in this formulation. In order to use
these expressions the meta aircraft is assumed to act as a rigid body and equivalent aerodynamic coefficients
are obtained. Equations can be created for all longitudinal and lateral coefficients and used in approximate
flight dynamic expressions[85]. It is assumed that the geometry of the meta aircraft can be scaled, such that
the planform area of the entire system ST = NACS. Similarly, for wing tip to wing tip connected flight, the
wing span is bT = NACb however the chord is kept constant. In tip to tail connected flight cT = NACc and
the span is kept constant.
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Finally, the pitch, roll and yaw inertias are computed using the parallel axis theorem. It is easy to see
that in wing tip to wing tip connected flight the pitch inertia increases linearly while the roll and yaw inertias
increase quadratically. Conversely, in tip to tail connected flight the roll inertia increases linearly with number
of connected aircraft and the yaw and pitch inertias increase quadratically. Using the equations for geometry,
mass, inertia and equivalencing the overall aerodynamic coefficients, analytical expressions in [85] can be
used to compute the flight dynamic modes. The results of these equations are plotted alongside the numerical
results for wing tip to wing tip connected flight and tip to tail connected flight. This analysis is thus capable
of analyzing fractionated aircraft and a smooth root locus can be generated and plot and plotted alongside
the discrete numerical modes. Note that there will be slight differences between the numerical model and
the approximate solution. This is due to the assumptions made to arrive at these analytical expressions.
Figure 25 shows the change in the short period mode. Each discrete point is the addition of an extra
aircraft as shown by the number above each pole. The short period mode is a relatively fast mode that can be
excited by a step change in the elevator. The aircraft exhibits a quick oscillation about the pitch axis which
quickly damps out. The short period mode is largely unchanged for wing tip to wing tip connected flight
which is expected as this is a pure longitudinal mode. However, the short period mode changes drastically
for tip to tail connected flight and even causes the mode to become critically damped once there are 3 or
more aircraft connected together. Figure 90 indicates a similar change in the phugoid mode. Just as in the
short period mode a negligible change is seen for wing tip to wing tip flight versus a drastic change in tip to
tail flight. The underlying physical phenomenon can be explained by examining the change in geometry and
aerodynamics. In wing tip to wing tip connected flight, the pitch inertia of the aircraft increase linearly as
well as the overall planform area. In addition, when the aircraft pitches about the y-axis it is a symmetric
pitch. That is, the overall pitch rate of the entire meta aircraft is equal to the pitch rate of each individual
aircraft. In addition, the angle of attack of each aircraft is identical. These effects cause all meta aircraft
longitudinal coefficients to be constant with respect to the number of connected aircraft resulting in nearly
identical short period and phugoid modes.
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Figure 25: Short Period Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft

























Figure 26: Phugoid Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft
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The tip to tail configuration, has a different aerodynamic and geometric change. First, the pitch inertia
increases quadratically rather than increasing linearly. Aerodynamically, an overall pitch rate on the meta
aircraft results in a non uniform angle of attack on all aircraft. That is, a positive pitch rate leads to an
increase in angle of attack on trailing aircraft and a decrease in angle of attack on leading aircraft. This effect
causes the pitch damping coefficient to change. This change in pitch damping, coupled with the increase
in pitch inertia causes the longitudinal modes to become critically damped after 2 aircraft. In addition to
becoming critically damped, the phugoid mode becomes unstable. Since this is a mode along the pitch axis,
this mode can be seen as a slow and unstable increase in pitch. The changes in longitudinal modes also show
a key result and that is the pitch symmetry of wing tip to wing tip connected flight. Tip to tail connected
flight has a similar axis of symmetry along the roll axis resulting in a nearly constant roll mode. However,
because the trailing aircraft are flying in the wake of the leading aircraft, the roll damping coefficient actually
drops slightly resulting in a drop in the roll mode for tip to tail flight as depicted in Figure 27.



















Figure 27: Roll Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft
Wing tip to wing tip connected flight actually creates an increase in roll damping due to the aerodynamic
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center offset of each aircraft from the center of mass. However, since the roll inertia of the wing tip to wing
tip meta aircraft increases quadratically, the roll mode eigenvalue actually decreases. After about 2 to 3
connected aircraft, these two effects cancel each other out and the roll mode stays constant. The remaining
2 modes involve sideslipping, rolling and yawing motion. As such, these modes exhibit some longitudinal
and lateral dynamic coupling which causes these modes to change for both wing tip to wing tip and tip to
tail connected flight. Figure 28 depicts the change in the dutch roll mode.
































Figure 28: Dutch Roll Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft
The tip to tail configuration causes this mode to become critically damped similar to the phugoid mode.
The underlying physical phenomena is mainly caused by the increase in the magnitude of the yaw damping
coefficient. Notice, that the phugoid mode becomes critically damped for tip to tail connected flight due to
a similar increase in the pitch damping coefficient. Similarly, the yaw damping coefficient increases causing
the dutch roll mode to become critically damped. In addition, the yaw and pitch moments of inertia increase
quadratically with the number of connected aircraft. These two effects lead to critically damped dutch roll
and longitudinal modes. Wing tip to wing tip connected flight does not exhibit a large increase in yaw
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damping but rather an increase in roll damping. This increase in roll damping coupled with an increase in
the roll and yaw moments of inertia lead to increased damping in the dutch roll mode.
The final lateral mode, the spiral mode, changes most significantly for tip to tail connected flight as
shown in Figure 29. The mode becomes more convergent for 2 aircraft and then becomes more unstable
with each added aircraft. Wing tip to wing tip connected flight however, has a smooth increase in the mode
moving from -0.0288 for the single aircraft and 0.0282 for 5 connected aircraft.





















Figure 29: Spiral Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft
The change in this mode can be explained by examining the approximate solution for the spiral mode
given by equation (51)[85].





In this equation, the total meta aircraft velocity (VT ) is very insensitive to the number of connected
aircraft. This mode is thus effected by the roll and yaw coefficients due to sideslipping, rolling and yawing.
It has already been discussed that the roll damping coefficient increases significantly for wing tip to wing
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Table 1: Flight Dynamic Modes for Meta Aircraft
Number7of7Aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Root7MApproximateO P5d88S9d283i P5d968S9d268i P6dTT5S9d262i P6dT26S9d258i P6dT39S9d255i P5d88S9d283i P7d299STd926i P8d8967 P5d496 P8d9217 P5d171 P8d7597 P5dT16
Root7MNumericalO P5d922S9d224i P6dTT7S9d216i P6dT45S9d214i P6dT62S9d2T9i P6dT75S9d2T8i P5d922S9d224i P7dT14STd996i P8d4917 P5d383 P8d5847 P5dT86 P8d5227 P4d954
Natural7Frequency 1Td961 11dTT1 11dT2 11dT25 11dT31 1Td961 7dT84 6d761 6d6T7 6d498
Damping Td54 Td546 Td549 Td55 Td551 Td54 Td99 1dT26 1dT34 1dT37
Root7MApproximateO PTdT24STd611i PTdT24STd6T9i PTdT24STd6T8i PTdT24STd6T8i PTdT24STd6T7i PTdT24STd611i PTdT5STdT77i PTd2397 Td123 PTd2667 Td145 PTd2737 Td149
Root7MNumericalO PTdT33STd611i PTdT32STd6T8i PTdT32STd6T8i PTdT32STd6T7i PTdT32STd6T7i PTdT33STd611i PTdT55STdT91i PTd247 Td116 PTd2687 Td138 PTd2767 Td142
Natural7Frequency Td612 Td6T9 Td6T9 Td6T8 Td6T8 Td612 Td1T6 Td167 Td192 Td198
Damping TdT54 TdT53 TdT53 TdT53 TdT53 TdT54 Td517 1dT67 1dT56 1dT56
Root7MApproximateO PTd36S2d324i PTd223STd874i PTd218STd558i PTd216STd411i PTd214STd325i PTd36S2d324i PTd2T4S1dT34i PTd324STd527i P1dT247 PTd129 P1d3357 PTd112
Root7MNumericalO PTd418S2d315i PTd238STd874i PTd227STd558i PTd223STd411i PTd221STd324i PTd418S2d315i PTd265STd968i PTd3T8STd385i PTd8567 PTd23 P1d1357 PTd2T3
Natural7Frequency 2d352 Td9T6 Td6T2 Td468 Td392 2d352 1dTT4 Td493 Td444 Td48
Damping Td178 Td263 Td377 Td477 Td563 Td178 Td264 Td625 1d224 1d394
Root7MApproximateO P17dT23 P8dT12 P7d674 P7d611 P7d6T4 P17dT23 P14d968 P13d544 P12d553 P11d854
Root7MNumericalO P16d934 P8dTT1 P7d664 P7d593 P7d572 P16d934 P14d454 P13d157 P12d225 P11d489
Root7MApproximateO PTdT52 TdTT8 TdT13 TdT14 TdT13 PTdT52 PTd112 TdT41 Td396 Td496












tip connected flight and decreases slightly for tip to tail connected flight. In addition, the yaw damping
coefficient increases in magnitude for tip to tail connected flight while remaining largely constant for wing
tip to wing tip connected flight. The roll moment due to sideslip decreases slightly for wing tip to wing
tip connected flight but remains negative. This coefficient however changes sign for tip to tail connected
flight again due to the trailing aircraft flying in the wake of the leading aircraft. All of these effects coupled
with similar changes in other lateral coefficients leads to this change in the spiral mode. Table 1 contains a
comprehensive list of all flight dynamic modes as a function of connected aircraft along with the approximate
solution from Phillips[85].
Another interesting result is to examine the static stability of wing tip to wing tip connected flight and
tip to tail connected flight. It was shown previously that the phugoid mode for tip to tail connected flight
becomes unstable but this is a dynamic instability. Figure 30 shows the change in Cmα for wing tip to wing
tip connected flight and tip to tail connected flight. This Figure shows that when connecting aircraft wing
tip to wing tip the pitch moment slope stays constant as expected. However, when connected tip to tail the
pitch moment slope become positive. This indicates a static instability for tip to tail connected flight.
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Figure 30: Pitch Moment Slope vs. Number of Connected Aircraft
3.2 Flexible Modes of Motion for Meta Aircraft
In addition to changing the flight dynamic modes of motion, meta aircraft systems also contain flexible
modes. These flexible modes are a direct result of relative motion at the joints that connect aircraft. For
the 4 aircraft system, the linear time invariant model contains 48 states. Section 4.2 described the 12 flight
dynamic modes of motion. The remaining 36 modes are associated with translational flexible modes (18
eigenvalues) and rotational flexible modes (18 eigenvalues). This section deals with the modes associated
with relative rolling, pitching and yawing between each connected aircraft resulting in 3(NAC − 1) modes
with 6(NAC −1) eigenvalues. The joint characteristics are set such that the translational spring and damper
constants are relatively stiff such that the translational flexible modes are high in frequency. Due to this
high frequency and minimal translation along the x,y and z axes the translational flexible modes are not
discussed in detail. Motion along each axis is given a name based on the axis of rotation. For wing tip to
wing tip connected flight, roll motion is called flapping, pitch motion is called the twisting (pitch) mode
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and yaw motion is called the lead lag mode, which are names taken from the rotorcraft sector. For tip to
tail connected flight, roll motion is called the twisting (roll) mode whereas pitch and yaw motion are called
porpoising and snaking modes named after their animal like motions. Figures 31 and 32 show the flexible
modes of wing tip to wing tip flight and tip to tail flight separated by motion along the yaw plane, pitch
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Figure 31: Flexible Wing Tip to Wing Tip Modes
The numbers below each graphic show the eigenvalue of each mode. As mentioned previously, the number
of flexible rotational modes is equal to 3(NAC − 1). For 4 connected aircraft, there are a total of 9 flexible
modes with 3 modes along each rotational axis. For each configuration, the rows represent each axis of
relative motion and the columns are split into the lowest and highest natural frequencies. The highest
frequency mode is characterized by alternating angles between each aircraft. For example, in Figure 31 the
fastest lead lag mode is characterized by the first aircraft having a positive yaw angle and the second having
a negative yaw angle. This pattern is repeated for the next two aircraft. Each aircraft is 180 degrees out of
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Figure 32: Flexible Tip to Tail Modes
and the twisting (pitch) modes alternate their pitch angles. The middle column is characterized by the two
outside aircraft oscillating in phase whereas the other two middle aircraft oscillate 180 degrees out of phase.
The low frequency flexible mode places an axis of symmetry between the second and third aircraft. Aircraft
one and two oscillate in phase with varying magnitudes while aircraft three and four oscillate out of phase
with aircraft one and two.
3.3 Effect of Meta Aircraft Connection Characteristics
Notice that the flexible modes of motion contain all complex modes. The frequency and damping of these
modes can be altered by changing the joint characteristics. For example, if stiffness is added to the roll
axis of the joint for the wingtip to wingtip configuration, the flapping modes will have higher frequencies.
In order to highlight the changes to the flexible modes, the rotational springs and dampers are varied for
2 aircraft connected wing tip to wing tip and root locus plots are created to show the change in lead
lag, twist (pitch), and flapping modes. Since there are only 2 aircraft connected, the number of flexible
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modes is 3, which makes the analysis much simpler. Tip to tail aircraft exhibit similar changes in the
flexible modes but is not analyzed in this dissertation. The nominal value of the rotational springs are
370 N − m/rad, 2580 N − m/rad, and 2580 N − m/rad along the roll, pitch and yaw axes respectively.
The rotational dampers are 1.5 N −m − s/rad, 10 N −m − s/rad, and 10N −m − s/rad along the roll,
pitch and yaw axes respectively. The linear springs and dampers are held constant throughout this section
at 10000N/m and 40N − s/m respectively. Using these nominal values of springs and dampers, the nominal
values of the three flexible modes are shown in Figure 33.
Lead0Lag0Mode Twist0(Pitch)0Mode Flapping0Mode
-12.50+077.2i -22.50+098.5i -12.00+038.8i
Figure 33: Flexible Modes for Two Aircraft Connected Wing Tip to Wing Tip
Figure 34 shows a root locus of all three flexible modes where Kφ is varied from 1 to 1000 N −m/rad.
Increasing Kφ is analogous to adding stiffness to the aircraft joint along the roll axis such that the aircraft
resists rolling and acts to keep the roll angles of each aircraft the same. As such, the flapping mode moves
from critically damped to an oscillatory mode with two complex conjugate pairs. In addition, adding stiffness
to the roll axis has no significant effect on the twist (pitch) and lead lag modes highlighting the decoupled
nature of these three flexible modes. In addition, this study shows that if a different flapping frequency is
desired the designer merely must change the roll stiffness of the connection joint.
A similar result can be seen when varying the rotational stiffness about the pitch and yaw axes (Kθ,Kψ).
Figures 35 and 36 show the effect of varying these two spring constants. When varying Kθ, the flapping
and lead lag modes remain at their nominal values while the twist (pitch) mode changes significantly. When
varying Kψ, the twist (pitch) and flapping modes remain at their nominal values while the lead lag mode
changes significantly. Notice that when varying the rotational stiffness the primary effect is for the imaginary
component to change. At a certain point the mode switches from being critically damped mode to oscillatory.
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Figure 34: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Roll Stiffness(Kφ)






















Figure 35: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Pitch Stiffness(Kθ)
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Figure 36: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Yaw Stiffness(Kψ)
Similar effects can been seen when varying the damping coefficients along all three axes. Figures 37-39
show the root locus plots when varying the rotational damping coefficients Cφ, Cθ and Cψ. Notice that all
flexible modes can be switched from critically damped modes to oscillatory modes by changing the damping
coefficients at the joint.
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Figure 37: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Roll Damping(Cφ)






















Figure 38: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Pitch Damping(Cθ)
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Figure 39: Change in Flexible Modes as a Function of Yaw Damping(Cψ)
Each of these flexible modes can be modeled assuming a single degree of freedom excited by an external
torque function, aerodynamic damping, and rotational springs and dampers. The single degree of freedom
equations are shown below for the twisting (pitch) mode.
Jθ θ̈ = −Kθθ − (Cθ + CA)θ̇ + Tθ(t) (52)
where Jθ is the equivalent rotational inertia along the pitch axis, Kθ and Cθ are the joint rotational springs
and dampers, CA is an equivalent aerodynamic damping term and Tθ(t) is a torque function. Using this
equation of motion a transfer function can be created.
Θ(s) =
Tθ(s)
Jθs2 + (Cθ + CA)s+Kθ
(53)
Using a numerical solver it is possible to compute the equivalent aerodynamic damping (CA) and rotational
inertia (Jθ). The transfer functions for all three axes are given in the equations below where Φ(s),Θ(s),
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and Ψ(s) are all transfer functions describing the flapping, twist (pitch) and lead lag modes. Using these
equations the controls designer can choose any stiffness and damping values to achieve the desired flexible










4 Meta Aircraft Wing Tip Connection Dynamics
The following section explores the connection flight dynamics for meta aircraft where the vehicles are con-
nected wing tip to wing tip using passive magnets with a particular focus on modeling the connection event
between aircraft in a practical environment. This section presents a two stage air vehicle connection control
law driven by conventional 6 degree of freedom aircraft feedback plus relative position feedback of the lead
aircraft.
4.1 Connection Control Law
The overall connection control scheme uses the leader-follower approach. The leader aircraft is instructed
to fly a straight and level path ignoring the state of the follower aircraft completely. The control scheme
described below details the follower aircraft control architecture to achieve proper connection. The connection
control law is split into two stages. Stage 1 is a global mass center to mass center controller that brings
the follower aircraft close to the leader aircraft using GPS sensor data. This aspect of the control law fits
a 3-degree polynomial between the two aircraft to generate a command trajectory for the follower aircraft.
The follower aircraft then follows this trajectory to the leader aircraft[36]. Stage 2 is a wing tip to wing tip
controller where the follower aircraft wing tip seeks to track the wing tip of the leader aircraft using a vision
based navigation sensor[18]. To blend the two stages together, sigmoidal functions are used to weight the two
different control stages so that control laws are blended seamlessly and the transition between both stages
is smooth. Figure 40 shows a detailed schematic of the control architecture. It was noticed in initial testing
that in the presence of winds repeated contact can occur that may result in a connection failure. To protect
the vehicles from repeated contact an imaginary boundary is placed around the leader aircraft wing. If the
wing tip of the follower aircraft penetrates this imaginary boundary the follower aircraft is commanded to
track a waypoint offset from the leader aircraft wing tip. Once this point is tracked, the follower aircraft










Figure 40: Control Law Stages
4.1.1 Global Tracking Controller
Waypoints are computed using a 3-degree polynomial from the follower aircraft to the leader aircraft. This
function is simply parameterized using the parameter s:
xw(s) = c0 + c1s+ c2s
2 + c3s
3
yw(s) = d0 + d1s+ d2s
2 + d3s
3
zw(s) = e0 + e1s+ e2s
2 + e3s
3
~W (s) = xw(s)ÎI + yw(s)ĴI + zw(s)K̂I
(55)
The parameter s is allowed to vary from 0 to 1. These equations above have 12 unknowns, thus 12 constraint
equations are needed. The first constraint requires ~W to be equal to the follower aircraft state when s = 0.
Furthermore, when s = 1 the waypoint is equal to the current leader aircraft state plus an offset along the
ĴP axis. This offset if used to add a buffer between the follower and leader aircraft and can be seen in Figure
40. Similar constraints are imposed on velocity yielding the following 12 constraint equations which can be
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solved for explicitly.








Once the polynomial is computed, the follower aircraft tracks a point along the line that is an arclength η
along the polynomial. The control surfaces are defined such that δti tracks range, φc tracks heading, and θc









The rudder, elevator and aileron commands are set to δri = −Kvvi, δei = Kp(θi − θc) + Kdθ̇i and
δa = Kp(φ − φc) + Kdφ̇. A saturation block is added to ensure that a command outside the limits of the
control surfaces is not sent to the servos. The Euler angle commands φc and θc are set using the following
relationships:
φc = Kp(ψi − ψw(η)) +Kdψ̇i




The control scheme defined above is a conventional inner loop-outer loop control of a fixed wing aircraft
using a PID tracking controller. Note that by construction this formulation is only collision free if the initial
conditions of the system are set such that the follower aircraft is behind the leader aircraft. No simulations
were performed where the follower aircraft initializes ahead of the leader. In this situation a collision could
arise however this idea of collision is not investigated in detail.
4.1.2 Wing Tip Error Controller
The wing tip error controller is responsible for driving the distance between the two wing tips to zero. In
the global tracking controller, a PID controller is sufficient to move the aircraft close enough for the visual
based sensor to take over. A trade study was run using PID, sliding mode, feedback linearization and Model
Predictive Control (MPC). It was found that MPC has better connection performance than PID for wing tip
error tracking. The Model Predictive Control law assumes that the system is a linear discrete time-invariant
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system as shown below.
~x(k + 1) = A~x(k) +B~u(k)
~y(k) = C~x(k)
(59)
The nonlinear model depicted in equations (1)-(6) is linearized and then discretized to be put in the above
form. The A,B, and C matrices in equation (59) describe the state space system that are used to generate
control given a vector of commands ~YC . The basic formulation starts with propagating the system forward
Hp discrete steps. Writing each step in matrix form yields a system of the form











CB 0 0 . . . 0
CAB CB 0 . . . 0


































where Q and R are weighting matrices. To obtain the optimal control, the cost function is differentiated
with respect to ~U , set to zero and solved for ~U .
~U = K(~YC −KCA~x(0)) (64)
where
K = (KTCABQKCAB +R)
−1KTCABQ (65)
In this formulation, ~Yc is a vector of future commands. To generate future commands, a set of waypoints
are defined along the trajectory using the same arclength η from the global tracking controller.
xs = x+ ηcos(∆ψ) ys = y + ηsin(∆ψ) zs = zWP − zWC
xc(k + 1) = x+ σ(xs − x) yc(k + 1) = y + σ(ys − y) zc(k + 1) = zs
(66)
where σ = k/Hp. k is an integer from 0 to Hp where Hp is the number of discrete steps in MPC. The
computation of ∆ψ involves mapping the offset in crossrange to the yaw angle.
∆ψ = ψF − (Kp∆y +Kd∆ẏ +KI
∫
∆y dt) (67)
The values KP ,KD and KI are PID gains mapping crossrange to the yaw angle. These values are
obtained experimentally. The value of ∆y and ∆ẏ switches between two different values as given by the
equation below.
∆y = Woffset∆yoffset +Wconnect∆yconnect
∆ẏ = Woffset∆ẏoffset +Wconnect∆ẏconnect
(68)
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As the subscript implies, the values ∆yoffset and ∆yconnect are scalar distances between a connection
signal and a signal that will move the follower aircraft to an offset value as given by the equation below.
∆yconnect = yL,wingtip − yF,wingtip
∆ẏconnect = vL − vF
∆yoffset = ypath − yF,wingtip
∆ẏoffset = vpath − vF
(69)
The value ypath is the y coordinate of a path offset from the leader aircraft where ∆w is a constant value
set by the control designer. The value vpath is the difference between the y-velocity of the follower aircraft
and the offset point.
ypath = yL − yF + ∆w (70)
Note these equations assume that the leader is flying straight and level with a heading angle of zero.
These equations can be rotated to any heading angle assuming a standard rotation about ψL. The values
Woffset and Wconnect are sigmoidal functions that can take a value between 0 and 1.
Woffset = 1−Wconnect (71)
Clearly when Wconnect equals 1, the follower aircraft will begin its connection maneuver. If Woffset is
1, the follower aircraft will halt its connection maneuver and begin to track the offset point from the leader
aircraft. This smooth switching was added into the controller to reduce the number of crashes and failed
connection attempts. The argument for the sigmoidal functions is the orthogonal distance along the x and
z axes such that ∆d =
√
(zL,wingtip − zF,wingtip)2 + (xL,wingtip − xF,wingtip)2. Figure 41 shows the value of
Wconnect as a function of ∆d. Note that by construction, ∆d is always positive.
The effect of this blending creates a schedule for the follower aircraft. The follower aircraft will track the
offset point until Wconnect reaches a value of 1. Once Wconnect reaches 1 the follower aircraft will begin its
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Figure 41: Wconnect vs. ∆d (m)
connection maneuver. If however, Wconnect drops below 1, Wconnect is set to zero, Woffset is set to 1 and the
follower aircraft will break away from its connection maneuver and begin to track the offset point to avoid
the potential for a crash. This can be visualized in the Figure 42.
Here, an imaginary boundary is plotted around the leader aircraft. If the follower aircraft wingtip is
inside this boundary, the value of Wconnect will be 1 and the follower aircraft will attempt to connect. At
any point in the connection event if the follower aircraft wing tip falls outside of this boundary the follower
aircraft will halt its connection maneuver and track the offset waypoint. Finally, the values of xc, yc, zc are
mapped to Euler angle commands.
θc(k + 1) = tan
−1( zc(k+1)−zc(k)d(k+1)−d(k) )
ψc(k + 1) = tan
−1( yc(k+1)−yc(k)xc(k+1)−xc(k) )
φc(k + 1) = Kp(ψ − ψc(k + 1))
(72)
where
d(k + 1) =
√
(xc(k + 1)− x)2 + (yc(k + 1)− y)2 + (zc(k + 1))2 (73)
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Figure 42: Safety Boundary Placed Around Leader Aircraft Wing tip
Then the Euler angle commands are mapped into roll and pitch rate commands
pc(k + 1) = (φc(k + 1)− φc(k))/∆td
qc(k + 1) = (θc(k + 1)− θc(k))/∆td
uc(k + 1) = Kp(uc − u)
(74)
where ∆td is the timestep used to discretize the linear model. Note that the velocity command is simply a
function of the velocity command from the outer loop PID controller. Finally, the three commands can be
placed into ~yc(k) to solve for ~u(k) where ~yc(k) = [uc(k), pc(k), qc(k)]
T and ~u(k) = [δe(k), δa(k), δt(k)]
T .
4.2 Simulation Results
The aircraft used in the following simulations is detailed in Section 2.7. To connect aircraft together, a
single magnet is placed at the wing tip of each aircraft with the magnetization direction pointing along the
ĴB axis. The magnet with the highest connection performance is found to be a rectangular magnet with
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a maximum force of 1000N . This magnet is 101.6 × 25.0 × 20.2 mm and weighs approximately 300g. To
accurately represent the aircraft connection surface to model contact between aircraft, the connection surface
contains 34 vertices. The contact properties have been set to provide realistic contact response; therefore,
every spring constant has been set to 10000 N/m and each damping constant has been set to 40 Ns/m. For
the non-linear magnetic discretization, each magnet is split into 27 small elements to compute the magnetic
forces and moments.
The aircraft in these simulations are fit with a GPS sensor to obtain x, y, z position data. An accelerometer
and rate gyro are used to obtain accelerations and angular velocities. The accelerometer data is integrated
to obtain both velocity and position and is blended with GPS data to obtain nearly continuous data. The
wing tip controller uses the position information of the leader aircraft using a vision based navigation sensor.
This sensor uses 4 or more LEDs to track the relative position and attitude between the two aircraft and has
mainly been used for autonomous aerial refueling missions[18]. In this setup, 4 LEDs are mounted on the
wing tip which fire at set rates. The follower aircraft contains the sensor to obtain position and orientation
information. A schematic of the leader aircraft wing tip complete with the magnet and LEDs is shown in
Figure 43.














Figure 43: Leader Airfoil Cross Section Detailing Magnet and LED Location
When the follower aircraft uses the wing tip controller, it solely uses the information from the vision
sensor and ignores the GPS/IMU data. Sensor noise is modeled to represent feedback from a GPS based
system with a position bias of 2.4m and a standard deviation of 1.5m. The accuracy of the vision sensor is a
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function of the distance between the image point and the sensor. When the sensor is 10m away the position
information has a standard deviation of 1cm. When the sensor is 1m away the position information has a
standard deviation of 1mm[18].
An example connection simulation is shown below with perfect sensor measurements and no atmospheric
winds. The leader aircraft is initially located at (0, 0,−200)m while the follower aircraft is positioned 50
meters directly behind the leader aircraft. Both aircraft have a forward velocity of 20 m/s. Figure 44 shows
a top view of the entire trajectory. Figures 45 - 49 show the position and attitude of each aircraft during
this example scenario. The shift from the global tracking controller to the wing tip controller occurs around
40 seconds and connection occurs around 50 seconds. Figures 50 and 51 show wing tip error vs time. During
the first 35 seconds the follower aircraft is moving along the global trajectory to the offset waypoint and also
moves inline with the leader aircraft. At 40 seconds the x wing tip error is roughly zero and the y wing tip
error is roughly 2 times the wingspan of the leader aircraft. At this point the follower aircraft switches to
the wing tip controller and the Y wing tip error begins to drop until they finally connect. Once the aircraft
connect the control system is turned off entirely. Thus, transient from the connection maneuver causes the
aircraft to move laterally after connection. Chapter 5 details a potential controller than can be used once
aircraft are connected.











Figure 44: Top down view of Simple Connection Event-Black(leader),Grey(follower)
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Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Figure 45: X(m) vs Time(sec)-Solid(leader),Dashed(follower)









Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Leader
Follower
Figure 46: Y(m) vs Time(sec)-Solid(leader),Dashed(follower)
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Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Leader
Follower
Figure 47: φ(deg) vs Time(sec)-Solid(leader),Dashed(follower)












Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Leader
Follower
Figure 48: θ(deg) vs Time(sec)-Solid(leader),Dashed(follower)
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Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Figure 49: ψ(deg) vs Time(sec)-Solid(leader),Dashed(follower)




















Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Figure 50: X Wing Tip Error(m) vs Time(sec)
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Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Figure 51: Y Wing Tip Error(m) vs Time(sec)
When atmospheric wind disturbances excite both aircraft, a simple connection like the example above is
not achieved. The following example has the exact same initial conditions only 1.5 m/s winds are present
using the WRF+Dryden wind model as explained in Section 2.6. The WRF scale and turbulence intensity
are set to 0.3. Figure 52 shows the top view of the trajectory of the leader and follower aircraft in these
atmospheric winds. At a range of about 1000 m the aircraft contact each other but do not connect. In this
example, the follower aircraft is commanded to an offset waypoint and then commanded to try again. This
is an example of the extra logic added to inhibit repeated contact. Figure 53 shows a multiple axis plot
showing the Y wing tip error in centimeters using the axis on the left and side contact force in Newtons using
the axis on the right. A collision occurs around 50 seconds and another around 55 seconds. These collisions
give rise to a small contact force as indicated by the spikes of about 100 N . Finally, at about 80 seconds the
follower aircraft returns and achieves a successful connection. At this time there is a spike in the contact
force that jumps to about 1300 N and then settles around 1000 N to counteract the large magnetic force.
Figure 54 shows the magnetic force as a function of time. At 50 seconds there is a very small magnetic force
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being generated on the order of 1N which cannot be seen. This is due to the non-linearity of the magnets.
The magnets do not produce a large force until the magnets are very close to one another on the order of
10cm. At 50 seconds although the Y wing tip error is zero, the X wing tip error is about 0.1m thus contact
forces arise but only small magnetic forces are generated. Finally, at 80 seconds the plot indicates a large
magnetic force indicating a connection between the two aircraft.










Figure 52: Top down View of Connection Event in 1.5 m/s Winds(WRF=0.3,TURB=0.3)














Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Contact
Figure 53: Y Wing Tip Error (cm),(solid) ; Side Contact Force (N),(dashed) vs Time(sec)
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Stage 2Stage 1 Connected
Contact
Figure 54: Magnetic Force(N) vs Time(sec) - Forces Expressed in Follower Body Frame
4.3 Parametric Trade Studies
To enable reliable vehicle connection in a practical environment, a variety of parametric trade studies are
performed. The metric used to analyze performance is percent connection rate. Monte Carlo runs are
performed at a given wind speed and the percentage of runs with a successful connection is reported. A
run is deemed successful if the aircraft achieves a successful connection in 10 minutes or less. Unless stated
specifically, the wind environment used is imported into the simulation such that when the mean wind of
the WRF model is 4m/s, the Dryden turbulence has a standard deviation of 0.25m/s. Thus when the WRF
mean wind is increased to 8m/s the Dryden turbulence will have a standard deviation of 0.5m/s. The WRF
wind is increased until percent connection rate drops to zero percent and is plotted with maximum wind
disturbance on the x-axis. To ensure that the parameters chosen for the aerodynamic and magnetic models
are sufficiently detailed to accurately capture percent connection rates, the modeling parameters were varied.
The magnet elements were varied from 27 to 343 elements and the number of main wing elements were varied
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from 3 to 7. Figure 55 shows the result of increasing the number of elements on the main wing from 3 to 7.
Figure 56 shows the result of increasing the number of elements on the magnet model from 27 to 343 for a
square magnet. The number of elements on the main wing and magnet has little effect on percent connection
rates. Thus, for the rest of the Monte Carlo runs the number of elements on the main wing is set to 3 and
the number of elements on the magnet is set to 27.
Note that these figures are generated using discrete Monte Carlo runs for windspeeds where the scale
factor on the WRF and turbulence models is increased by 0.25. All lines collapse to zero percent when the
scale factor is 2.25 corresponding to a mean windspeed of about 10.9 m/s. Although, when the scale factor
is 2.0, the percent connection rates are non-zero. If the resolution was finer, say increments of 0.1 or 0.05
the data would show the percent connection rates falling at different windspeeds. Thus, the lines are slightly
different throughout the trade study but collapse to zero at the same windspeed.


























5 Elements 7 Elements
Figure 55: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Main Wing Elements
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Figure 56: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Magnet Elements
Atmospheric winds play an important role in connection performance. With no winds the connection
performance is 100% even with realistic sensor noise which shows that the controller is robust to sensor
errors. Unfortunately, as winds are increased the percent connection rate begins to drop until it drops to
zero. This is a consequence of the decline in controller performance where tracking performance between
the leader and follower aircraft is the main driver. The leader aircraft in these connection simulations is
instructed to fly steady and level throughout the flight and it is not important how much the leader aircraft
is disturbed. The main parameter that must be minimized is the tracking error between the leader and
follower aircraft. Connection is achieved when the tracking error is less than the window the connection
mechanism allows. There are two main components to increase percent connection rates of this system. One
way is to increase the robustness of the controller by decreasing tracking error but another is to alter the
connection mechanism, allowing the controller to be more lax. There is a boundary between how well the
follower can track the leader aircraft and how close the two aircraft need to be before a connection occurs.
Note that the aircraft are given 10 minutes to connect. In this time, the aircraft can either crash, connect
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or simply not connect in the allotted time due to large atmospheric winds. However, detail has only been
given to the connection event and a crash is realized when the center of mass of each aircraft is less than
half the wingspan of the aircraft. Since the contact points are only placed around the wing, the simulation is
not sophisticated enough to capture a crash event. Therefore, the simulation can only predict two outcomes:
connection or not. For example, Figure 57 shows the percent connection rates of the nominal configuration
plotted alongside the percentages of crashes and percentages of no connections. It is important for the
reader to realize that the percent connection rate is merely the percentage of simulations that attained a
good connection in 10 minutes. In these 10 minutes, if the center of mass of the two aircraft becomes smaller
half the wingspan the simulation is deemed a crash. If in these 10 minutes, the aircraft do not crash and
do not connect the simulation is deemed a failure. Notice that the percent failures is non-zero. This means
that although the percent connection rate falls to zero it does not imply that the percent crash rate rises
to 100%. Furthermore, because the simulation is not sophisticated enough to model a crash, the percent
of crashes is an overestimate. It may be in a real flight test that the aircraft could actually recover from a
trajectory where the distances between their center of masses is less than half the wingspan.
4.4 Controller Performance in Winds
In order to directly compare the controller performance to tracking error, the aircraft are instructed to
fly in formation but not connect with the same atmospheric disturbances as the Monte Carlo runs. At
each wind level the heading angle is randomized for 200 headings and the average error in x,y,z is reported
for all headings. This is to average out any bias toward wind direction. Figure 58 shows that as the
atmospheric wind intensity is increased the tracking error in position increases considerably. The tracking
error is computed as e =
√
(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 + (z − zc)2.
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Figure 57: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Explanation of Percent
Connection























Figure 58: Tracking Error(m) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s)
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Figure 59: Percent Connection(%) vs. Tracking Error(m)
This drop in tracking performance can be directly related to the drop in connection performance as shown
in Figure 59. In order to maintain percent connection rates above 80% the tracking error of the controller
must be below about 2.5 m. In order to understand the characteristics of the atmospheric wind field, in
particular examining its effect on connection performance, a simple wind model is tested. A simple wind
field is a static sinusoidal wave with a spatial frequency. To create a sinusoidal wave, equation (75) is used
to relate the x position of each element on each aircraft to the current disturbance with an intensity Ki and
frequency fx. In this study, only 1 spatial frequency is used along the x direction and the aircraft fly with a












The frequency is then varied from 0 to 0.1 rad/m and the wind intensity is set at 2 m/s which corresponds
to 10% the nominal flight speed. The spatial frequency is in units of rad/m which translates to 20fxrad/s
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assuming that the aircraft fly at a nominal speed of 20 m/s. Setting Kv = Kw = 0,Ku = 2 creates a
change in the axial velocity. The aircraft experiences a headwind followed by a tailwind. In this case, little
change is noticed in percent connection rates. Rather, the percent connection rates remain at 100% except
for frequencies around 0.075 rad/m where the percent connection rate drops to 92% as shown in Figure 60.
Docking is thus robust to disturbances at frequencies between 0 and 0.1 rad/m and a wind intensity of up
to 2 m/s along the IB axis.

























Figure 60: Percent Connection(%) vs. Frequency(rad/m) - Axial Disturbance(Ku = 2m/s)
With Ku = Kw = 0,Kv = 2, an increase and decrease in the side velocity of the aircraft is generated.
In this case, a drop in percent connection rates at two specific spatial frequencies of 0.02 rad/m and 0.08
rad/m is noted (Figure 61). At frequencies of 0.02 rad/m and 0.08 rad/m or about 0.4 rad/s and 1.6 rad/s,
the percent connection rate drops considerably to about 10%. These frequencies corresponds to wavelengths
of 50 m and 12.5 m.
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Figure 61: Percent Connection(%) vs. Frequency(rad/m) - Lateral Disturbance(Kv = 2m/s)
The explanation of these buckets relates to the tracking controller defined in Section 4.1.2. Without
any sensor errors a nominal simulation would look like Figure 62, provided that Wconnect was set to zero
0 indefinitely. The leader aircraft would track a crossrange value of zero perfectly and the follower aircraft
would track the offset path perfectly.
If however, sensor errors are present, both aircraft would experience some deviations from their path.
Figure 63 shows an example simulation where the leader and follower aircraft have sensor errors in their
feedback signals. However, the follower aircraft receives feedback from the leader aircraft assuming that it
is flying perfectly at a crossrange of zero. That is, the leader aircraft trajectory has no effect on the follower
aircraft in this scenario.
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Figure 62: Crossrange(m) vs. Time(sec) for Leader and Follower Aircraft with No Sensor
Errors























Figure 63: Crossrange(m) vs. Time(sec) for Leader and Follower Aircraft without Tracking
Leader Aircraft
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The issue arises when the follower aircraft attempts to track the leader aircraft. In this case, the error in
the trajectory of the follower aircraft is worsened by the error in the trajectory of the leader aircraft. This
is because the follower aircraft uses image point feedback from the leader aircraft. Figure 64 shows how the
tracking performance in the follower aircraft is now worse than it was in Figure 63.























Figure 64: Crossrange(m) vs. Time(sec) for Leader and Follower Aircraft
This drop in tracking performance is what causes the drop in percent connection rates at 0.02 rad/m.
In order to highlight this effect, the the aircraft are flown steady and level in the same wind field depicted
but do not attempt to connect. The result is a sinusoidal state history in crossrange. The amplitude of the
crossrange can be reported for multiple frequencies. The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 65.
This plot indicates that a spatial wind frequency of 0.005 to 0.025 rad/m excites the aircraft in such a
way that the tracking performance is reduced and the crossrange response is greater than 20 m. The follower
aircraft has a slightly different magnitude response than the leader aircraft when it is not tracking the leader
because the follower aircraft is using MPC for control and the leader aircraft is using PID. The biggest issue
is when the follower aircraft tries to track the leader aircraft at this frequency. Two effects are happening
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Figure 65: Spatial Wind Frequency (rad/m) vs. Crossrange Response (m)
here. First, the leader and the follower aircraft lose tracking performance at this specific frequency. The
follower aircraft then tries to track this sinusoidal trajectory which further worsens the tracking performance.
What results, is a specific spatial frequency that the aircraft should not fly in. The second bucket at 0.08
rad/m is purely a consequence of the sigmoidal functions described in Section 4.1.2. A frequency of 0.08
rad/m causes the response in the aircraft to resonate with the logic in moving from tracking the wing tip
to tracking the path offset from the leader. Right when the follower aircraft begins its connection maneuver
the wing tip moves outside of boundary and it halts its connection maneuver. This limit cycle is repeated
for the entire 10 minute simulation and thus the aircraft never connect.
With Ku = Kv = 0,Kw = 2, an upwash and then a downwash is experienced by the aircraft. In this
case, percent connection rates drop to zero once frequencies above 0.01 rad/m are encountered (Figure 66).
The reason for the drop in frequencies above 0.01 rad/m is again due to the safety boundary built around
the wing tip. Note, that although percent connection rates drop, the safety boundary reduces the number
of crashes.
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Figure 66: Percent Connection(%) vs. Frequency(rad/m) - Vertical Disturbance(Kw = 2m/s)




























Figure 67: Percent Connection(%) vs. Wind Scale - Wind Model
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To understand the effect of different wind types on connection performance, constant winds, pure tur-
bulence (Dryden turbulence), and pure low frequency winds (WRF) are compared (Figure 67). At a wind
scale of 1, the constant wind model and WRF model have a mean wind value of 4 m/s whereas the Dryden
turbulence model has a mean wind of zero and a standard deviation of 0.25 m/s. High frequency turbulence,
at the intensity normally found in the atmosphere, and constant wind gusts are not a significant driver
of connection rate performance. Low frequency spatial gusts, particularly in the vertical direction hamper
connection rates the most.
Given the results, increasing percent connection rates can be achieved by flying faster. To investigate the
effect of speed on percent connection rates a Monte Carlo simulation was run with the Dryden and WRF
models set to a scale of 0.8 while varying the nominal speed of the aircraft from 15 to 30 m/s (Figure 68).
Flying faster increases connection performance while slower worsens percent connection rates all the way
down to about 50%.





















Figure 68: Percent Connection(%) vs. Leader Nominal Flight Speed(m/s)
Note, that the controller designed here has been tuned with good disturbance rejection. It is worth noting
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that no work has been done to minimize saturation. That is, if the winds are high enough and the error big
enough the controls can saturate. A good figure of merit is the amount of time the controls are saturated
during a connection event and averaging this over all windspeeds. A percentage of 100% means the controls
are saturated for the entire duration of the flight and 0% implies no saturation during the flight at all.
Note however that the saturation limits of the elevator and aileron which directly control the crossrange and
altitude have saturation limits of ± 30o. If the saturation percentage is zero the absolute values of the control
deflections might still be high but just not saturated. Figure 69 shows the average saturation percentage
of the aileron and elevator. The thrust and rudder channels are left out for brevity. This Figure shows
that the aileron and elevators saturate more as the windspeed increases as expected however the maximum
saturation percentage is only 18% for the elevator and about 2% for the aileron. This indicates that the
gains in the controller could easily be increased significantly to increase tracking performance. It is worth
noting that a fully actuated aileron or elevator is not problematic at all. The issue with control saturation
has to do with the decline in tracking performance due to the limit in controls. Thus, it is clear that tracking
performance would decline as windspeed increases since the amount of control saturation increases leading
to smaller percent connection rates. Future work may include designing an aircraft that has more control
authority to fight winds or at least intelligently fight atmospheric winds.
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Figure 69: Percent Control Saturation (%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s)
4.5 Connection Mechanism Design
A complement to the rational of increasing controller performance is to engineer the connection mechanism
to be more robust which creates a bigger window for a connection to occur. The magnets placed on the
wing tips of the aircraft are the driving force behind a successful connection. The bigger and stronger the
magnet, the larger the pull or force field there is that can bring the aircraft together. The boundary between
non-negligible and negligible magnetic forces and moments is coined the sphere of influence (SOI). If the
control system can successfully guide the wing tip of the follower aircraft to fall within the magnets SOI,
the aircraft will connect if there are no atmospheric disturbances. Naturally, the bigger the SOI, the better
connection performance. Unfortunately, due to size and weight constraints on the aircraft the choice of a
magnet is not simply the biggest or strongest magnet. That is, the magnet must fit inside the aircraft, it
must not weight too much and it must maintain a strong connection such that the aircraft do not break
apart in winds. The magnets themselves only have a few parameters that can be changed. These include
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the charge density (J), the number of magnets, the overall shape, and the overall size. The geometry of the
magnet has the biggest effect on connection performance. Figure 70 shows a 4 view of an SOI for a magnet
size of 50.8× 50.8× 21.3mm and a charge density of J = 1.29 kGauss. Notice that the SOI is an ellipsoid
rather than a cone. If the aircraft are close but slightly offset in either x or z, the aircraft do not connect.
This is due to the nature of the magnetic fields produced by cuboidal magnets.









































Figure 70: Magnetic Force Field(SOI) 4-View for 2” Square Magnet J=1.29
When magnets are directly aligned, a strong magnetic force is produced bringing them together, but
when the magnets are offset there is a repulsive force that pushes the magnets away (Figure 71). Magnets
naturally will reorient themselves to align and connect but unfortunately these magnetic moments are not
sufficiently strong to rotate the entire aircraft to connect. Another interesting results is that placing two
magnets side by side has the exact same force and moment characteristics as a larger magnet with the same
size due to the repulsive force exhibited by slightly offset magnets. Increasing the number of magnets or
placing magnets side by side creates destructive interference and has the same effect as increasing the size
of the magnets.
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Figure 71: Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion
Increasing the charge density of the magnet has a small effect on connection performance. To show this
effect, the charge density of a 50.8 × 25.4 × 9.5mm magnet is altered from J = 0.75 to J = 2.25 kGauss
while the size of the magnet is held constant. Note, that the force of the magnet is proportional to J2, thus
a charge density of 1.82 is the equivalent to multiplying the force of the magnet with charge density of 1.29
by a factor of 2. A charge density of 0.75 is then a factor of 1/3 and 2.25 is a factor of 3. Figure 72 shows the
3-view of each SOI in the same format as Figure 70 except the aircraft has been removed for easier viewing
and Figure 73 shows how each SOI affects connection performance. The larger the charge density the better
the connection performance.
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Figure 72: SOI 3-View for Increasing Charge Density
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Figure 73: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Charge Density Varied

































Figure 74: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Magnet Length Varied
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The overall shape of a magnet, has a significant effect on connection rate. Since increasing the number
of magnets is identical to increasing the size of the magnet, the length of the magnet is varied. Long
skinny magnets exhibit an undesirable force distribution; thus, connection performance declines considerably
(Figures 74 and 75).























































Figure 75: SOI 3-View for Varying Magnet Length from 12” to 2”
The decline in performance can be understood by examining the force distribution of the magnets. Figures
76 and 77 show the FXM and FZM magnetic forces respectively for a long 12” magnet next to a square 2”
magnet both with a maximum force of 1000N . Although the 12” magnet exhibits a large FZM force, there
























































Figure 76: FXM Force(N) vs. Position of Leader Magnet(m) for a 12” Rectangular Mag-




























































































Figure 77: FZM Force(N) vs. Position of Leader Magnet(m) for a 12” Rectangular Mag-


































Figure 78: Quiver Plot showing FXM and FZM Force for a 12” Rectangular Magnet(Left) and
2” Square Magnet(Right)
Figure 78 shows a quiver plot of a 2D cross section detailing the FXM and FZM force. This Figure further
details the difference between the 12” and 2” magnets. Investigation of the connection dynamics indicates
that if the error in the wing tips along the x-axis is substantial the rectangular shaped magnets will provide
little correction to this error and it will most likely result in a failure. Therefore, although maximum force
during connection is important, the force distribution is even more important. Using all of this information
it is possible to choose a magnet that exhibits a desirable force distribution while meeting size and weight
constraints. The magnet chosen has a maximum force of 1000N , a size of 101.6×25.0×20.2 mm and weighs
approximately 300g.
Another idea to increase the connection rates and the magnets sphere of influence is to have a spring
loaded actuator attached at the wing tip that would fire the magnet towards the other wing when the aircraft
were in a desirable window. Increasing the reach of the magnet increases the sphere of influence to a much
larger radius and increases connection performance (Figure 79). If the wing tips of the aircraft are aligned
(xf − xl << 1 and zf − zl << 1) and less than 1 m away, the actuator fires. In the simulation, the magnet
is allowed 3DOFs. The speed of the actuator plays an important part in the system. If the magnet is fired
too slowly the magnet will not connect as the aircraft are being perturbed by atmospheric winds. Still, an
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actuator capable of firing a 300g magnet at 10m/s results in roughly a 15% increase in percent connection
rates.





























Figure 79: Percent Connection(%) vs. Maximum Wind Speed(m/s) - Magnet Actuator
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5 Meta Aircraft Flight Performance
This chapter explores the control of meta aircraft in numerous configurations with a focus on the performance
of different types of configurations in a realistic wind environment. A control law is formed that adequately
controls meta aircraft in a variety of different configurations by using a simplified rigid body dynamics model
that alters inner and outer loop gains that are dependent on the meta aircraft configuration. This control
law is capable of adequately controlling meta aircraft and is sufficiently flexible to accommodate different
configurations. Using this control architecture the benefits of a meta aircraft from a stability and lift to drag
performance perspective are examined.
5.1 Meta Aircraft Control System
To control the meta aircraft in different conditions a simplified rigid body model is used to alter inner and
outer loop gains that are dependent on the meta aircraft configuration. A feedback linearization scheme is
used in the inner loop and PID is used for the outer loop. Finally, a minimization routine is run to allocate
control to individual lifting surfaces on each aircraft. Figure 80 shows the overall flow of the meta aircraft
controller. Here outer loop heading and altitude commands are sent to an outer loop PID controller to
create inner loop pitch and roll commands. These commands are then translated into pseudo controls using
conventional feedback linearization. The pseudo controls are then sent to a rigid body model to cancel out
the rigid body dynamics. Finally, a minimization routine is used to allocate controls of all individual control
surfaces. All controls are then sent to the plant and the output of each aircraft is measured. The state
of each aircraft is sent to the inner loop feedback linearization block while the meta aircraft state, or the
average of all aircraft, is sent to the outer loop PID controller. The rigid body model is also used to update
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Figure 80: Meta Aircraft Control System
5.1.1 Rigid Body Model
When multiple aircraft are connected, the rigid body modes of the aircraft change. In order to capture these
changes, a rigid body model is created. The formulation presented here reduces the 6NDOF model to just
6DOF by assuming the connection joints are rigid. Thus, the system reduces to a system with 3 translational
coordinates (xM , yM , zM ) and 3 rotational components (φM , θM , ψM ). This model can be created on the fly
assuming that the configuration of the meta aircraft is known. Figure 81 shows a schematic of an example
meta aircraft system.
In this schematic, each aircraft is used to compute a composite center of mass denoted BM . Forces and
moments are then computed at each aerodynamic center to compute the total force and moment about the
composite center of mass. In order to simplify the controller derivation, the forces and moments of every
aircraft is split into forces and moments that are not a function of control (~FA0i, ~MAOi) and forces and
moments that solely include control (~FA1i, ~MA1i). The total mass of the system is simply the sum of all




































Ii +miSBM (~rBi−BM )SBM (~rBi−BM )
T (78)
The kinematic equations of the meta aircraft are then taken about the composite mass center. These are


























The dynamic equations are formed by summing forces and moments about the composite mass center in


















































The forces and moments in the two equations above contain contributions from weight (W), and aerody-









































The individual aerodynamic forces and moments on each aircraft are then computed using equations
(11)-(20). As the control system uses control to directly control pitch and roll attitudes of each aircraft, this
model is further simplified to a two state system. First, the pitch and roll dynamics are simplified such that
θ̇i = qi and φ̇i = pi, and then θ̈i = q̇i and φ̈i = ṗi. Using equation (82) and splitting the forces and moments
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into forces and moments that include effects of the aileron and elevator and forces and moments that do
not, the equations for the pitch and roll dynamics of the meta aircraft system is approximately equal to the
following equation.











rMqM (IyM − IzM )
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0 (cnCmδe + cαn(xn − xM )CLδe)
 (87)
In the equation above ~un = [δan, δen]
T and ~xi = [φi, θi]
T . Note that all rudders are commanded to zero
and the thrust commands are all set to the same value of δTn = Ku(VT − uM ).
5.1.2 Inner Loop Feedback Linearization
The inner loop controller is setup up such that inner loop commands are used to create pseudo controls using
standard feedback linearization techniques. If each aircraft can reach the desired pitch and roll commands,
the flexibility of the system remains relatively small and the aircraft will act like the rigid system discussed
in the previous section. The pseudo control is defined using the equation below[37].
~γM = ~̈xc −Kd(~̇xM − ~̇xc)−Kp(~xM − ~xc) (88)
The gains used in the equation above are configuration dependent. In order to obtain these gains a
specialized system identification procedure is performed to obtain the maximum pitch and roll rates of the
meta aircraft configuration (qMAX , pMAX). Using these values of maximum pitch and roll rate, a first order
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where tq and tp are the rise time in seconds to achieve a desired pitch and roll of 30
o and 10o assuming a
constant pitch and roll rate of qMAX and pMAX . The natural frequencies ωq and ωp are then computed to
obtain a second order approximation to a time response with a rise time of tq and tp. The damping ratio is
set to 1 to reduce oscillations which directly impacts the amount of flexibility excited in the system. With









Finally, the rigid body model is used to cancel out the dynamics using the equation below
~λM = ~γM − ~FM (91)
5.1.3 Outer Loop PID Controller
The relationship between outer loop heading and altitude commands to inner loop pitch and roll commands




(zM − zc) + 0.05 KZ2VT
∫
(zM − zc)dt
φC = −NCOL KψVT η (ψM − ψc)
(92)
In the equations above, VT is the trim velocity of a single aircraft, NCOL is the number of columns in
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Here, the rise time of the outer loop dynamics are assumed to be twice as slow as the inner loop dynamics
and are also assumed to be first order, hence the 0.02 inside the log() function.
5.1.4 Control Allocation
The control allocation scheme is formulated by concatenating all control surfaces into 1 vector such that
N∑
i=n











Using equations (85),(91), and (94) an equation relating all individual control surfaces to the pseudo
controls can be defined.
G~v = ~λM (96)
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The equation above is an equation with 2N unknowns and only 2 equations. To solve this equation below
a minimization routine is used.
min(||~v||) such that G~v = ~λM (97)
Using the Lagrange multiplier technique, the solution to this minimization is given by the equation below.
~v = GT (GGT )−1~λM (98)
The equation above is then iterated until all control surfaces are less than or equal to the maximum
control deflection allowed by the aircraft. The equations above results in the control effort of the entire meta
aircraft system provided that every aircraft has the same pitch and roll attitude. However, since the meta
aircraft is flexible, this is rarely true. Therefore, equation (98) is computed for every aircraft and only the
control components are used for the ith aircraft. For example, aircraft i will use the controls computed by
~v = GT (GGT )−1~λi whereas aircraft j will use the controls computed by ~v = G
T (GGT )−1~λj . This technique
has increased the robustness of this controller. Overall this controller seeks to minimize flexibility in the
system by forcing all aircraft to achieve the same pitch and roll attitudes while minimizing control effort.
5.2 Example Simulation Results
In order to show the versatility of the control system described above multiple aircraft configurations are
simulated in a variety of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers. The example aircraft used is described in
section 2.7. In addition, the joint properties are set to provide a realistic connection joint of this aircraft
which is also described in section 2.7.
5.2.1 Wing Tip to Wing Tip Configuration
Example simulation results are shown for altitude and heading angle response of the wing tip to wing tip
configuration starting with one aircraft and increasing to 10 aircraft. Here, all aircraft have zero initial
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attitudes and angular velocities with a forward speed of 20 m/s. The altitude of each vehicle is 200 m.
The xi and yi initial conditions are set such that the load between the joints of each aircraft is zero. Each
configuration is commanded to an altitude of 210 m and ψ = 10o. Figures 82 and 83 show the average altitude
and heading of the meta aircraft configuration. Here, the altitude response of the different configurations
is almost identical. This is due to the almost negligible change in the longitudinal modes and the pitch
symmetry that was shown when analyzing the flight dynamic modes. The heading response slows down with
increasing number of aircraft as the lateral modes become slower due to the increase in lateral size of the
aircraft. However, the controller seems to be robust to changes in wing tip to wing tip connected flight.
In Figure 83 notice that there is a sometimes large heading angle deviation from a smooth response to 10o
around 3 seconds. This is because at 3 seconds the altitude controller pitches the aircraft in a nose down
fashion to level out the meta aircraft. This spike in pitch rate and large change in pitch attitude leads to
a hiccup in the heading angle response. This has nothing to do with the heading response of meta aircraft
and everything to do with the over actuation in altitude.


















Figure 82: ZM (m) vs. Time(sec) for Different Wing Tip to Wing Tip Configurations
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Figure 83: ψM (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Different Wing Tip to Wing Tip Configurations
Due to the attitude matching controller, the roll, pitch and yaw angles of each individual aircraft are
kept fairly similar as shown by Figures 84-86 for a 3 aircraft system. These aircraft show that the pitch
and roll response is set such that the angles saturate to 15o within the first 5 seconds. The pitch angle then
oscillates to about 3o. It is this change in the pitch angle that causes the subtle change in heading angle.
The control allocation scheme provides individual control to each aircraft in this configuration. Figures 87
and 88 show the elevator and aileron deflections of each aircraft in the wing tip to wing tip configuration
with 3 aircraft. Here, the elevator angles are identical while the aileron angles differ between each aircraft.
In addition, the Figure shows that the middle aircraft attains a trim value of zero while the aircraft to its
right and its left attain a slight equal and opposite non-zero value. This is a direct consequence of the lifting
line model producing non-uniform lift across the system. If the lifting line model were removed the trim
aileron deflections would be zero.
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Figure 84: φi (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft Wing Tip to
Wing Tip Configuration
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Figure 85: θi (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft Wing Tip to
Wing Tip Configuration
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Figure 86: ψi (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft Wing Tip to
Wing Tip Configuration
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Figure 87: Aileron Deflection (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft
Wing Tip to Wing Tip Configuration
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Figure 88: Elevator Deflection (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft
Wing Tip to Wing Tip Configuration
Although the controller is successful in controlling 10 aircraft wing tip to wing tip, note that when 10
aircraft are controlled, significant flexing between aircraft is seen. Figure 89 shows the roll angle for a 10
aircraft configuration. It is clear that multiple flapping modes are being excited by this controller.
5.2.2 Tip to Tail Configuration
When attempting to control aircraft in a tip to tail configuration, it is important to note the change in the
flight dynamic modes of the meta aircraft. Figure 90 shows the change in the phugoid mode as a function of
number of connected aircraft for the wing tip to wing tip and tip to tail configuration. This data is obtained
and explained in section 3.1. When aircraft are connected wing tip to wing tip, the phugoid mode is largely
unchanged, however when connected tip to tail, the phugoid mode becomes critically damped at 3 connected
aircraft and unstable.
These flight dynamic modes directly effect the control response of the aircraft. Figure 91 shows the
response in altitude of aircraft connected tip to tail. Here, the controller used in this simulation successfully
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Figure 89: Roll Angle (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Ten Aircraft Wing Tip
to Wing Tip Configuration
trims the altitude from 1 to 3 aircraft; however, once the aircraft has 4 aircraft connected the controller loses
its effectiveness and fails to control a 5 aircraft configuration.
However, examining the heading response to aircraft connected tip to tail the controller is successful in
controlling all aircraft as shown in Figure 92. Thus, the controller is successful in controlling the heading
response of the aircraft but the longitudinal modes change so drastically that the controller is incapable
of controlling the meta aircraft system. Still, with three aircraft connected tip to tail, the meta aircraft
controller successfully allocates controls for the three aircraft as shown in Figures 93 and 94. Here the
aileron deflection are almost identical while the elevator angles are completely different. This is because
each elevator applies a different moment to the composite aircraft thus different control are actuated to each
aircraft. The control allocation routine is responsible for minimizing the control effort leading to different
control deflections based on the location of the aircraft.
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Figure 90: Phugoid Mode as a Function of Number of Connected Aircraft






















Figure 91: ZM (m) vs. Time(sec) for Different Tip to Tail Configurations
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Figure 92: ψM (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Different Tip to Tail Configurations




























Figure 93: Aileron Deflection (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft
Tip to Tail Configuration
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Figure 94: Elevator Deflection (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Individual Aircraft in a Three Aircraft
Tip to Tail Configuration
5.2.3 Lattice Configurations
Lattice structures, provide a way to connect more aircraft in a tighter space. Figures 95 and 96 show
the control response of two lattice configurations in a 2x2 configuration and 3x3 configuration. Again the
controller is robust to these types of configurations as well.
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Figure 96: ψM (deg) vs. Time(sec) for Different Lattice Configurations
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5.3 Meta Aircraft Performance
In order to explore the performance of different types of configurations simulations are conducted to observe
the mean deviation from a trim point in heavy winds. In addition, the overall increase in L/D is computed
for a variety of different configurations. The aircraft used in the following simulations is described in section
2.7 with winds using the atmospheric wind model described in section 2.6.
5.3.1 Tracking Performance in Winds
Gust sensitivity of a single aircraft is a practical design challenge for many aircraft. Often, atmospheric
winds reduce the performance of trajectory tracking and can even cause aircraft to fail their mission and
not connect. Connecting aircraft together can be a solution to gust sensitivity. To investigate this, the
atmospheric wind model, explained in section 2.6, is set to provide mean gusts of 8m/s and a turbulence
standard deviation of 0.5m/s. A variety of configurations are flown in this randomized wind field while trying
to maintain a steady and level flight path. Since the controller detailed in Section 5.1 fails at controlling four
aircraft connected tip to tail, the analysis is truncated to simply a 3x3 grid. Thus, the maximum number of
aircraft connected tip to tail and wing tip to wing tip is 3. However, lattice structures are simulated as well
with 9 aircraft connected in a 3x3 grid being the largest meta aircraft analyzed.
The simulation is run for 100 wind scenarios for 50 seconds for each configuration and the mean values of
the error in the desired altitude and crossrange commands are reported for the entire 50 second simulation.
In addition, the mean error in trim pitch, roll and yaw are reported. The next few Figures show the results
of this study, however note that the data is slightly rough due to the discrete nature of meta aircraft. That
is, it is only possible to simulate discrete configurations and it is impossible to simulate 2.5 aircraft connected




































































Figure 98: Mean Altitude Error(m) for Different Meta Aircraft Configurations Flying in 8m/s
Winds
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Figures 97 and Figure 98 show that if trying to maintain a desired altitude the single aircraft is the best
configuration. However, crossrange tracking performance is the worst for the single aircraft. Crossrange
performance increases when aircraft are connected tip to tail and wing tip to wing tip. However, wing tip
to wing tip flight shows no change in performance to altitude whereas tip to tail and lattice configurations
show an equal decrease in altitude tracking performance. Figures 99-101 show that wing tip to wing tip
flight causes an increase in roll tracking performance, a increase in yaw tracking performance and an increase
in pitch tracking performance suggesting that the wing tip to wing tip configuration has a large increase in
tracking performance. Tip to tail configurations exhibit a small increase in roll angle tracking performance





































































































































Figure 101: Mean Yaw Angle Error(deg) for Different Meta Aircraft Configurations Flying in
8m/s Winds
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5.3.2 Lift to Drag Analysis
Another benefit of flying in a connected configuration is the increase in Lift-to-Drag ratio (L/D). Connecting
aircraft wing tip to wing tip reduces the effect of wing tip vortices and thus increases lift which directly
impacts range and endurance. In order to compute the interaction between aircraft, all wings are split into
aerodynamic elements and a horseshoe vortex is placed at each element. These vortices are used to compute
the aerodynamic interaction between aircraft by using strip theory coupled to a vortex lifting line wake
model as detailed in Section 2.2. This interaction model can predict the increase in lift on all aircraft. The
following simulations detail the overall lift to drag ratio for different configurations. The aircraft used in
these simulations is detailed in section 2.7. The initial conditions are steady and level flight with a trim
speed of 20 m/s. In the following simulations three values of lift to drag are reported. The individual lift to





where Li is the lift produced by one aircraft and Di is the drag produced by one aircraft in trim. In any
given meta aircraft configuration the minimum and maximum Lift to Drag ratio can be computed for each
individual aircraft using the equations below
L/Dmin = min(L/Di), i ε [1, NAC ]
L/Dmax = max(L/Di), i ε [1, NAC ]
(100)







Figure 102 shows a contour plot of L/Davg over the entire meta aircraft system. Wing tip to wing tip
connected flight clearly provides the best overall increase in lift to drag ratio. The lift to drag ratio for a
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single aircraft is 6.492 whereas L/Davg for a wing tip to wing tip meta aircraft of 4 aircraft is 6.7218, an
increase of 3.5%. Furthermore, the average lift to drag ratio decreases as aircraft are connected tip to tail.
This is due to the trailing aircraft flying in the downwash of the leading aircraft reducing lift.










































Figure 102: Average Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Configurations(L/Davg)
This Figure only shows L/Davg over the entire meta aircraft system as given by equation (101). The
minimum and maximum L/D ratio is plotted for the same meta aircraft systems as shown in Figures 103 and
104 using equation (100). Figure 103 again shows that tip to tail and lattice configurations reduce L/Dmin;
however, Figure 104 shows that tip to tail and lattice structures actually have the highest L/Dmax even
though L/Davg is reduced. In tip to tail configurations the lead aircraft have higher L/Di ratios while the
trailing aircraft fly in the downwash and have lower L/Di ratios.
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Figure 103: Minimum Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Configurations(L/Dmin)



































Figure 104: Maximum Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Configurations(L/Dmax)
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Although L/Davg accounts for the average Lift to Drag ratio a good test of the increasing benefit is to





Here L/D1 is the lift to drag ratio of a single aircraft flying alone. Thus, if 4 aircraft are connected
wing tip to wing tip L/Davg = 6.7218 and L/D1 = 6.492. This corresponds to an average increase of 3.5%.
However, there are 4 aircraft in this configuration thus all 4 aircraft experience the increase of 3.5% and
Ptotal = 3.5∗6% = 21%. Figure 105 shows the total percent increase of the same meta aircraft configurations.
Again the basic trend is that tip to tail flight reduces the overall percent increase down to -40% whereas wing
tip to wing tip increases the overall L/D ratio by up to 15% if 4 aircraft are connected. Lattice structures
have a bifurcation point where the percent change goes from positive to negative as denoted by the arrows
signifying positive and negative gains.

















































Figure 105: Total Percent Increase in Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Configurations
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Note, that the analysis run above is only for a single trim angle of attack of about α = 2o. A more
interesting study is to plot the maximum lift to drag ratio for each configuration by solving for this state
numerically. The lift-to-drag ratio of every configuration is a function of the angle of attack. For example,
Figure 106 shows the lift to drag ratio for a single aircraft as a function of angle of attack. The maximum
lift to drag ratio is 10.21 at and angle of attack of 5.25 degrees. The same analysis can be reported for all
configurations. Figures 107 and 108 shows the maximum overall lift to drag ratio for every configuration
and the angle of attack required for this angle of attack.










Figure 106: Lift to Drag Ratio of One Aircraft versus Angle of Attack(deg)
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Figure 107: Average Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Aircraft Configurations Flying at
Angle of Attack for (L/D)max




































Figure 108: Angle of Attack (deg) for Maximum (L/D)
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Figure 107 shows a similar trend as Figure 102. The difference is that the lift to drag ratio of a single
aircraft is 10.215 and the lift to drag ratio of 4 aircraft connected wing tip to wing tip is 10.547, an increase
of 3.1%. This increase is nearly the same at the trim angle of attack lift to drag ratio. Figure 108 shows
that the angle of attack for maximum lift to drag ratio is between 5.1 and 5.5 degrees. The angle of attack
required for maximum lift to drag ratio increases for tip to tail aircraft and stays about the same for wing
tip to wing tip connected flight.
Figure 109 shows the total percent increase in lift to drag ratio for meta aircraft configurations using
equation (102). Looking at Figure 109 and 105 shows that the percent increase is nearly identical regardless
of the angle of attack you are flying. This is an important result as the benefit obtained from connecting a
meta aircraft is independent of the trim angle of attack. Also, the trim angle of attack is nearly constant
leading to simple control design.










































Figure 109: Total Percent Increase in Lift to Drag Ratios for Different Meta Configurations
Flying at an Angle of Attack for (L/D)max
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation explored flight dynamics and control of meta aircraft. The meta aircraft considered here,
contains individual flying aircraft that connect in flight to form a larger meta aircraft. Chapter 2 detailed
the overall simulation model used throughout the simulation studies. Chapter 3 explored the change in flight
dynamic mode shapes of meta aircraft as a function of the configuration. Chapter 4 derived a connection
control law for two aircraft attempting to connect in flight and explored controller performance against a
variety of different design parameters. Finally, Chapter 5 utilized a control law for a meta aircraft in order
to study meta aircraft performance in winds.
The simulation tool explained in Chapter 2 is comprehensive and permits the investigation of flight
dynamics and controls of meta aircraft by focusing on key modeling aspects. The dynamic simulation
tool was created using a fully non-linear six degree of freedom model where each aircraft is excited by
aerodynamics, gravity, magnet and contact loads. The basic connection mechanism for this meta aircraft is
passive magnets placed at the wing tips of each aircraft. When aircraft are close, collisions can occur giving
rise to contact forces and moments. The simulation includes a non-linear magnetic model and a soft contact
model. Furthermore, when aircraft wing tips are close, wing tip vortices interact changing the overall lift
distribution of the wings. To model this effect, all wings are split into aerodynamic elements and a horseshoe
vortex is placed at each element. These vortices are used to compute the aerodynamic interaction between
aircraft by using strip theory coupled to a vortex lifting line wake model. When aircraft are fully connected
after a connection event the connection joint changes to a simplified linear magnet routine and a contact
model using linear and rotational springs and dampers.
In Chapter 3, the flight dynamics of meta aircraft configurations has been investigated. These funda-
mental dynamics are different from the basic individual aircraft kernel used to construct the meta aircraft
configuration. For wing tip to wing tip connected flight, the flight dynamic longitudinal modes are unaffected
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whereas the lateral modes change considerably. This is due to the pitch axis symmetry of wing tip to wing
tip connected flight. The roll mode however, declines due to the quadratic increase in roll inertia and the
change in roll damping. For tip to tail flight, it is found that the longitudinal modes become over damped
after 3 connected aircraft and can even become unstable. The pitch axis symmetry that was encountered in
wing tip to wing tip connected flight is seen as a roll axis symmetry in tip to tail connected flight. The roll
mode for tip to tail connected flight is nearly constant but declines slightly due to the trailing aircraft that fly
in the wake of the leading aircraft causing the roll damping to decline. In addition, the pitch damping of the
tip to tail configuration increases in a similar manner to the roll damping in wing tip to wing tip connected
flight. This increase in pitch damping seen in tip to tail connected flight coupled with the quadratic increase
in pitch inertia causes the longitudinal modes to become critically damped and even unstable.
Meta aircraft also introduces complex flexible modes which increase in complexity as the number of
aircraft connected is increased. It is found that these flexible modes are largely dependent on the connection
parameters of the joint and the aerodynamics of the aircraft which can alter these modes. These flexible
modes are a consequence of relative rotation about the yaw, pitch and roll axes which are called lead lag,
twisting (pitch) and flapping modes for wing tip to wing tip flight and snaking, porpoising, and twisting
(roll) modes for tip to tail connected flight. It was shown through simulation that the natural frequency and
damping can be tuned specifically by changing the rotational stiffness and damping at the joint along each
axis highlighting the decoupled nature of each flexible mode. In the future, when designing a meta aircraft,
the designer can change the joint characteristics to achieve the desired flexible frequency and damping of all
flexible modes.
Chapter 4 explored the connection flight dynamics of a meta aircraft system where the vehicles are
connected wing tip to wing tip using passive magnets with a particular focus on modeling the connection
event between aircraft in a practical environment. Using a 2 stage control law blending overall tracking
using PID with wing tip tracking using MPC, the meta aircraft system is shown to be robust to sensor
errors. On the other hand, atmospheric winds cause significant performance degradation in connection rates.
There is a direct relationship between tracking performance and percent connection rates. Atmospheric
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disturbances with low frequency spatial gusts at intensities found in realistic wind environments cause the
largest connection performance decrease. Connection rates are relatively insensitive to axial sinusoidal
disturbances, mildly sensitive to lateral disturbances and highly sensitive to vertical wind disturbances.
Flying faster increases connection performance in the presence of atmospheric disturbances. Thus, a strategy
to maximize connection rates is to fly straight into the wind at the maximum speed while staying away from
certain spatial frequencies. If a certain spatial frequency is found turning into the wind will reduce the effect
of these frequencies. Increasing the charge density of the magnet, and square magnets all cause increases in
the sphere of influence which directly relates to an increase in percent connection rate. An actuator capable
of propelling the magnet towards the other aircraft at 10m/s can increase percent connection rates by 15%.
Chapter 5 explored the control of meta aircraft in numerous configurations with a focus on the perfor-
mance of different types of configurations in a realistic wind environment. A control law is formed that
adequately controls meta aircraft in a variety of different configurations by using a simplified rigid body dy-
namics model that alters inner and outer loop gains that are dependent on the meta aircraft configuration.
This control law is capable of adequately controlling meta aircraft and is sufficiently flexible to accommodate
different configurations. Using this control architecture, the benefits of a meta aircraft from a stability and
lift to drag performance perspective are examined. Wing tip to wing tip connected flight increases track-
ing performance in roll and pitch while decreasing performance in heading. When aircraft are connected,
aerodynamic interactions cause a change in the overall lift to drag ratio. Wing tip to wing tip flight has the
highest L/Davg while tip to tail flight reduces L/Davg the most.
Overall, this thesis shows that connected aircraft is practical for increasing range and endurance. Based
on overall lift to drag ratio, flight dynamic modes, and connection dynamics it would be wise to connect
aircraft wing tip to wing tip. Wing tip to wing tip flight has the largest increase in lift to drag ratio as
opposed to tip to tail flight that decreases over L/D. All wing tip to wing tip flight dynamic modes change in
a safe and stable fashion as opposed to tip to tail flight which exhibits critically damped longitudinal modes.
Finally, connection dynamics for wing tip to wing tip connection is the least likely to result in failure. A
tip to tail connection would involve the follower aircraft to fly in the more turbulent wake area of the leader
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aircraft. Thus, it is concluded that tip to tail connected flight should be avoided unless these shortcoming
can be overcome.
6.2 Future Work
The results of this dissertation have established the rich dynamic behavior of meta aircraft and show the
feasibility and practicality of a meta aircraft in a realistic design setting. Many opportunities for future
work, presented below, could expand upon the findings described here and help to enable the meta aircraft
to become a production reality.
1. Interaction Aerodynamics
The flight dynamic analysis indicates that meta aircraft configurations contain unstable spiral modes
caused by aerodynamic interactions. If the interaction effect is removed, the instability is removed.
This interaction model is a simple panel method lifting line model. A good area of work would be
to add in a more sophisticated interaction model such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to
investigate this instability to completely characterize the aerodynamic effect of connecting aircraft.
2. Lattice Structure Modes and Mode Shapes
Another topic would be to investigate the modes and mode shapes of lattice structures in all of their
types (M > N,M = N,N > M) to see if there are any trends associated with certain configurations.
In addition, it could be that certain lattice structures have unstable longitudinal modes just as the tip
to tail modes.
3. Control Law
The basic control mechanism uses a simplified rigid body model that picks up macroscopic effects in
different meta aircraft configurations. However, there is still much room for improvement for these
types of control system. In addition, no attempt was made to control asymmetric configurations which
could potentially be realized when connecting a lattice configuration in flight.
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4. Performance Benefit
The performance benefits shown by meta aircraft is also simply taken from a design perspective. It
would be an interesting result to see if the increase in performance would outweigh the disadvantages
of increase in weight associated with sensor components and connection mechanism. In addition, no
effort was made to optimize the time needed to connect aircraft in flight. For some missions, where
minimizing time is part of the mission, the time needed to connect in flight will need to be considered.
5. Connection Mechanism
The connection mechanism investigated here is passive magnets. An area of future work would be
to change the overall connection mechanism to see if percent connection rates could be improved.
Rather than using passive magnets, perhaps an electro-magnet could be used or perhaps a mechanical
connection such as a probe and drogue could be used as well.
6. Connection Performance
In terms of increasing connection with existing tools, other methods may increase percent connection
rates such as using larger aircraft or winglets so that the collision interface is larger. In addition, it
may be possible to create a leader control law rather than focusing on the follower control law.
7. Damaged Aircraft
Trade studies were run while examining the amount of force produced during a collision. The study
revealed that the largest force exerted on each vehicle occurs during connection. Namely, the magnetic
force that pulls the aircraft together is so large that it is much larger than any other contact force
during the connection maneuver. Future work will have to verify that the aircraft used for connection
can withstand the large contact force produced by the passive magnets placed at wing tips.
8. Larger Meta Aircraft
Another topic that is worth investigating is attempting to connect meta aircraft to other meta aircraft
or single aircraft to larger meta aircraft. It may be that connecting to larger meta aircraft is easier as
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the meta aircraft size increases.
9. Full Mission Scenario
Furthermore, simulating a full mission scenario where multiple aircraft take off, form a lattice structure,
disconnect and perform a mission all has interesting challenges from an implementation perspective.
10. Different Aircraft
Finally, an over-arching area of future work would be to run simulations with different aircraft models
to see if overall trends hold. Perhaps larger aircraft have a different sensitivity to wind gusts and
increase percent connection rates but perform terribly as a meta aircraft. In addition, it may be found
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